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It is my pleasure to present to you the first full Integrated Report of KPMG South Africa. 

This report builds upon the foundation laid by our Baseline Report, published in July 2018. 

The purpose of this report is to provide an account of the changes we have made so far 

and a review of our performance towards achieving our goals. It is also a reflection of our 

continuing commitment to transparency and accountability. We recognise that rebuilding 

KPMG South Africa will take time and that our community of stakeholders needs to be 

kept abreast of our progress regularly in order to remain confident that we are on course 

and holding ourselves accountable.

DEEP REFLECTION AND DECISIVE ACTION
2018 was a very challenging year for KPMG as we continued to manage the consequences of legacy 

engagements that caused harm to the firm. It was a period of deep reflection as we undertook further 

reviews to understand issues facing the firm, co-operated fully with the various independent inquiries 

and held difficult, open discussions with our broad community of stakeholders. Yet it was also a period of 

considerable activity as all of these experiences informed the far-reaching changes to the firm. KPMG South 

Africa today is a very different business compared to what it was eighteen months ago.

Message from our Executive Chairman

“KPMG South Africa today is a very different business 
compared to what it was eighteen months ago.”
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At the heart of what we did was an unflinching analysis of our work habits 

and culture to better understand the root causes of our shortcomings. This 

in-depth process has been intensive and ongoing. It has provided us with a 

more complete and holistic understanding of how best to redesign the policies, 

procedures and practices of the firm. A comprehensive overview of the actions 

taken to address identified issues and set our future direction has been set out 

on pages 12 to 16.

EXTERNAL INQUIRIES AND INVESTIGATIONS
We remain committed to co-operating fully with ongoing external inquiries and 

investigations which concern matters in which the firm or its partners have had 

involvement. While we have already taken extensive steps to address issues 

concerning the firm, we are committed to making further changes should 

these inquiries identify matters that have not already been addressed. We have 

been notified by the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) 

that the Ntsebeza Inquiry released its findings to them in December 2018; 

however, we have not yet been provided with a copy of this report. We remain 

committed to co-operating and working in a constructive manner with the 

Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA) in connection with its ongoing 

investigations. We have also committed to make a submission to the Zondo 

Commission of Inquiry into ‘State Capture’, if called upon to do so.

AUDIT FILE REVIEWS AND AUDIT QUALITY MONITORING
Audit quality is the single most important priority for KPMG South Africa. In 

April 2018, following the VBS Mutual Bank matter, the firm announced that an 

additional programme of extensive audit quality file reviews had commenced. 

The objective of this additional programme was to assess the commitment to 

quality and professionalism of each audit partner. Undertaken in addition to our 

normal internal and external reviews, this additional programme was conducted 

by experienced reviewers from elsewhere in the KPMG Network.

The review identified a number of deficiencies that were classified into thematic 

areas for improvement. We have undertaken a primary cause analysis of these 

issues and adopted additional remediation plans to address them. Certain audit 

partners were identified as requiring some intervention or disciplinary action. We 

have also shared the findings of our review programme, and related remedial 

actions, with IRBA to demonstrate to our commitment to improving audit 

quality. 

Our 2018 Quality Performance reviews have now been finalised and we 

understand that the results of the 2018 IRBA file inspections will be finalised 

shortly. While the number of findings from these reviews is higher than we 

would like, they relate to the same thematic areas for improvement identified 

by our additional audit file review programme and, accordingly, we have already 

embedded a significant number of actions to remediate the identified issues. 

We are confident that the full implementation of our Audit Quality Plan from 

January 2019 will bring about significant improvements in audit quality.

INTEGRITY CHECKS AND WHISTLE-BLOWING
We introduced extensive integrity and compliance checks of partners (and 

their spouses/partners), run by an external law firm and overseen by KPMG 

International, in addition to our existing annual declaration and independence 

review processes. There were findings against certain partners related to a 

lack of discipline and diligence towards personal compliance requirements 

and maintaining up to date KPMG Independence Compliance System records, 

and monitoring of independence of partner and spouse/spousal equivalent 

financial affairs. Immediate remedial actions included disciplinary actions and 

sanctions, together with developing programmes to improve knowledge of, and 

compliance with, policies.
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We also launched a ‘Speak Up’ campaign during 

the year, run by an external law firm and overseen 

by KPMG International, to draw attention to our 

existing whistle-blowing channels and the fact that 

it is our professional duty to report incidents of 

fraud, corruption or unusual transactions. KPMG 

International did not find any matters of significant 

concern or matters that would result in the need to 

take disciplinary action.

We are determined to maintain an environment in 

which members of staff are both encouraged to 

report anything suspicious, without fear of reprisals, 

and understand that they have an obligation to do so.

CLIENT ACCEPTANCE AND 
CONTINUANCE
Our experiences have taught us that we did not know 

certain of our clients as well as we should have. We 

have since re-evaluated our entire client portfolio 

and ended relationships that were not aligned with 

our risk assessment criteria or business model going 

forward. We have implemented much more rigorous 

standards of client acceptance and continuance, 

based on a more centralised process, improved 

awareness of the environment in which we are 

working and more stringent approval levels.

LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE
As has been reported in detail previously, we 

began making swift and significant changes to 

the leadership and governance of the firm from 

September 2017. The Executive Committee (Exco) 

and the Policy Board were separated, with only two 

executive directors sitting on the Policy Board, and 

new members were appointed to both the Exco 

and the Policy Board, including an independent 

non-executive Chairman and an independent 

non-executive director. Further non-executive 

appointments are being considered. .

We also established a Public Interest, Social & Ethics 

Committee in early 2018 to ensure that ethics and 

the public interest remain at the top of our agenda. 

In addition, we decided that our Risk, Quality & 

Compliance Committee should be chaired by an 

independent party. I am delighted to confirm that 

Professor Ben Marx is now fulfilling this particular 

role. We continue to refine our governance structures 

and processes and more developments are afoot.

REMUNERATION
We are rebuilding the firm with a renewed sense 

of purpose and pride. Our focus is on ensuring our 

work is characterised by the very highest levels of 

integrity and professionalism. With this in mind, we 

have reviewed and revised our remuneration and 

sanctions policies. Significantly, we have explicitly 

linked the remuneration and sanctions of partners 

to our core values, including trust, integrity and the 

public interest, together with quality, accountability 

and professional scepticism, alongside other changes 

we have made.

CULTURE AND PEOPLE
It has been a very challenging year for our people. 

The firm is two-thirds of the size it was two years 

ago and our colleagues have been embarrassed and 

disappointed by the controversy that affected the 

firm. They have also been subjected to uncomfortable 

and invasive internal reviews and processes, and 

have had to endure harsh public criticism. In spite 

of these challenges, I am pleased to confirm that 

our people remain determined and have displayed 

extraordinary resilience. Our people have embraced 

our renewed sense of purpose and there is an air 

of positive determination around the firm. I have 

been amazed and humbled by the resilience and 

professionalism of our people.

KPMG has always had strong skills and 

competencies, especially in the high-growth 

industries underpinning the fourth industrial 

revolution. The firm is known for the sought-after, 

‘tier one’ clients it has been privileged to serve over 

the years. I am grateful to report that we still have an 

attractive, diversified portfolio of clients on which to 

build. 
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We are proud to have retained our BBBEE Level 

1 Empowered Supplier status and remain fully 

committed to becoming a fully transformed, diverse 

and inclusive firm that is representative of the 

demographics of South Africa.

KPMG INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT
The significant support that we have received from 

KPMG International and our network of firms has 

been vital in the process of rebuilding our firm. The 

firm has capitalised on the respective expertise of 

the team of global leaders and specialists who have 

been working in South Africa since August 2017. 

As we rebuild and renew, we are able to continue 

drawing on the international support and expertise 

available throughout the KPMG global network. 

We are able to fuse this expertise with the bright, 

young local talents that are joining us because of 

our progressive, revitalised culture; a culture that 

is focused on serving the public interest and which 

emphasises transformation and nurturing, through 

training and mentorship.

I am thankful that the KPMG network of firms 

have committed to support us with resources and 

expertise to ensure that we retain our talent and can 

continue to service our clients at the requisite levels.

ENGAGING WITH STAKEHOLDERS
It is pleasing to note that the wide-ranging changes 

we have made are already being recognised, even 

though we still have much to do. We are realistic 

and appreciate that many of our reforms will take 

some time to deliver results that are visible to 

our stakeholders, but we are thankful that several 

important clients allowed us to engage with them 

on a regular basis during the year and have chosen 

to reappoint us. Similarly, we are gratified that 

Business Leadership South Africa (BLSA) gave us 

opportunities to present and discuss our renewal 

project and has since readmitted us.

Undoubtedly, we have become better at engaging 

with our broad community of stakeholders this 

year. The criticism we received from civil society, 

NGOs, the regulators and our clients was difficult 

to hear at times, but it has made us better listeners 

and enabled us to learn a lot about ourselves. An 

ongoing challenge is to communicate our progress, 

and the steps we have taken, in a transparent, 

credible and consistent manner. One of the ways we 

are aiming to achieve this is through our reporting 

process. In this report, and future annual editions, 

we intend to hold ourselves publicly accountable 

by publishing a broader set of key performance 

indicators that measure and describe our progress. 

We fully acknowledge and respect the significant 

role of our regulators and we are fully committed 

to working hard to develop a constructive, 

transparent and respectful relationship with our 

principal regulator, IRBA, over the next year. We 

are also considering external surveys by reputable 

organisations to help us monitor and measure the 

impact of our efforts.

“The criticism we 
received [...] was 
difficult to hear at 
times, but it has made 
us better listeners and 
enabled us to learn a lot 
about ourselves.”

“There is an air of 
positive determination 
around the firm.”
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
I was personally delighted and inspired by the 

updated purpose-led strategy adopted at the KPMG 

Global partner conference in September 2018. 

The new KPMG Global strategy places trust at the 

centre of everything we do and is perfectly aligned 

with our renewal project locally. I commend the 

KPMG network for being bold, because one of 

the key lessons we have learnt from the humbling 

experiences of the last 18 months is that trust is like 

oxygen: easily taken for granted and overlooked, but 

little else matters if it is no longer there.

CHANGING OF THE GUARD
The Policy Board and I would like to take this 

opportunity to welcome our new Chief Executive 

Officer designate, Ignatius Sehoole, who is scheduled 

to start as CEO from May 2019. As we embarked on 

the next phase of our renewal project, we felt it was 

important to appoint an external candidate to the firm; 

a leader with strong industry credentials. In Ignatius, 

we have found a leader equal to the task. He will 

bring new energy and clarity of purpose to our firm 

and his strong record in promoting black chartered 

accountants will be a key asset in promoting 

transformation as well.

We would also like to thank Nhlamulo Dlomu for her 

courageous and heartfelt leadership during a most 

difficult and turbulent time. Ignatius will continue the 

important work, begun by Nhlamulo, of rebuilding 

trust in our firm. We wish her well in her new position 

with KPMG International and remain grateful for her 

indefatigable enthusiasm and steadfast resolve during 

her tenure. 

A SOLID FOUNDATION
As we take stock of the many changes we have 

implemented, we are confident that we have a solid 

foundation upon which to build a renewed KPMG 

South Africa. We have learned from the past and look 

forward to a future in which we continue to serve 

business and society in South Africa. We believe that 

the changes we have made to date have earned us 

a second chance and an opportunity to rebuild the 

firm. We look forward to playing a key role in helping 

to create a positive future for South Africa and the 

accounting profession.

In closing, the Policy Board and I would like to thank 

each and every one of our stakeholders; those who 

have reminded us of our role as guardians of the 

public interest; those who have demanded we do 

better, but recognised our commitment to the highest 

standards of professionalism; those who have given 

us a chance to redeem ourselves. In particular, we 

would like to thank the people of the renewed KPMG 

South Africa. Your professionalism, determination 

and enthusiasm continue to inspire us and permit 

us to look forward with confidence and positive 

determination.

Professor Wiseman Nkuhlu
Executive Chairman
KPMG South Africa

“We have learned 
from the past and look 
forward to a future in 
which we continue to 
serve business and 
society in South Africa.”

“[T]rust is like oxygen: 
easily taken for granted 
and overlooked, but 
little else matters if it is 
no longer there.”
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WHY HAVE WE ADOPTED INTEGRATED 
REPORTING?
Our adoption of Integrated Reporting (<IR>) is a reflection of our intention to 

be a transparent and accountable organisation that is focused on creating and 

sustaining value for all our stakeholders.

The process of reporting publicly on an ongoing basis is also a tangible 

expression of our commitment to transparency and engagement with all our 

stakeholders, as well as our determination to back up our words with action.

As we rebuild KPMG South Africa, the International <IR> Framework provides 

us with a set of guidelines on how best to communicate concisely our business 

model, strategy, governance, performance and prospects in the context of our 

external environment and engagement with stakeholders.

An added benefit of the process is that it will encourage ‘integrated thinking’ 

within the business, which is an approach designed to help make organisations 

more alert, agile and responsive.

For KPMG South Africa, integrated reporting is more than just disclosure: it is 

a process that supports changes to behaviour in the way that we manage our 

business and focus our people on our strategy and higher purpose aspirations.

OUR INTEGRATED REPORTING OBJECTIVES:

• Rebuilding trust within our community of stakeholders;

• Embedding accountability and stewardship throughout the organisation;

• Visibly expressing our commitment to transparency and accountability; and

• Improving internal reporting, analysis and decision-making processes.

Integrated Reporting at KPMG South Africa
“Integrated Reporting will help us 
communicate with our stakeholders 
openly, comprehensively and 
honestly.”

Integrated thinking fosters a greater awareness of the interdependencies 

and connectivity between the range of factors that impact the ability of an 

organisation to create value. It is a way of looking at an organisation that 

leads to an improved quality and flow of information into management 

reporting, analysis and decision-making processes.
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The following 

supplementary click-

down document provides 

further insight into our 

approach to integrated reporting at 

KPMG South Africa, including:

• What is integrated reporting?;

• Reporting principles and 

frameworks;

• Reporting boundary and scope;

• Materiality; and

• Assurance and comparability.

This suite of reports is available 
online on our website 
(www.home.kpmg/za/
integratedreport2019) or by 
contacting Nqubeko Sibiya at 
nqubeko.sibiya@kpmg.co.za

REPORTING SUITE
The following table describes the suite of reports that will be produced by KPMG South Africa. The purpose of this 

set of reports is to go beyond regulatory compliance and to provide our diverse and wide-ranging community of 

stakeholders with an accurate and complete portrayal of the firm. We will commence with the production of an Audit 

Quality Transparency Report for the year ending 30 September 2019, once our audit quality indicator monitoring 

programme is fully established and matured. We have included a supplementary report back on audit quality in the 

‘Our Performance and Outlook’ section (refer page 40).It is our hope that these reports will enable you to make 

knowledgeable and confident decisions about KPMG South Africa and your working relationship with us.

Baseline Report Integrated Report Integrated Report and Audit Quality 
Transparency Report

July 2018 Year ended 30 September 2018 Year ending 30 September 2019

A once-off report on the key 
issues identified and actions 

taken since September 
2017. This report also sets 
a path for the 2018 Annual 

Integrated Report.

An annual, comprehensive publication 
designed to provide stakeholders with 
a complete view of the firm to enable 

them to make informed decisions about 
the progress, performance and outlook 

for KPMG South Africa, including a 
supplementary Governance Report.

Commencing from the year ending 30 September 
2019, we will produce a supplementary report to 
the Integrated Report, published annually, which 
describes our systems of audit quality control, 

independence and risk management policies, audit 
approach, ethical standards, audit quality indicators 

and related governance processes.

POLICY BOARD RESPONSIBILITY AND APPROVAL
The Policy Board is, ultimately, responsible for overseeing the integrity of this Integrated Report. The Policy Board 

confirms that, after applying its collective mind to the preparation and presentation of this report and reviewing the 

content herein, it considers this report to be accurate, reliable and complete in presenting material information about 

the firm. The Policy Board approved the Annual Integrated Report 2018 on 28 February 2019.
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Past events have required us to step back and examine our business and 

practices. The auditing of Gupta-related South African entities, the SARS work 

and the VBS Mutual Bank situation are separate incidents with their own fact 

patterns. Each of them has been thoroughly investigated to understand fully the 

primary causes of the underlying issues in order to formulate and implement 

appropriate remediation plans. External investigations and inquiries have been, 

or are in the process of being, undertaken and KPMG South Africa remains 

committed to co-operating fully with these inquiries. While we have already 

taken extensive steps to address issues concerning the firm, we are committed 

to making further changes should these inquiries identify matters that have not 

already been addressed.

DRAWING A LINE 
Following the VBS Mutual Bank matter, it became evident that we needed 

to draw a line to establish a legacy period; in order to undertake a primary 

cause analysis, investigate all the issues identified fully and formulate an 

appropriate response plan. Once this had taken place, a period of accountability 

and governance under renewed structures and quality and risk management 

processes should endure.

The steps taken in April 2018, set out overleaf, have helped us to assess the 

extent of our legacy issues and to ensure that we have addressed all material 

issues facing the firm. It should be noted that such reviews and checks were 

undertaken during a period of change within the firm and assess, in a large part, 

historical work that was performed prior to the significant changes undertaken 

since September 2017. A short report back on those steps follows:

Acknowledging and Addressing our Past Issues

The following supplementary click-down document provides 

some perspective on the issues that KPMG South Africa has 

encountered with regard to the Gupta entities, the SARS 

work and the VBS Mutual Bank situation. We have provided a 

summary of the key findings of our investigations, lessons learnt, and 

actions taken on the:

• KPMG International investigation and findings – Gupta entities  

& SARS work; and

• VBS Mutual Bank.

“Past events have required us to step 
back and examine our business and 
practices.”
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Initiative Outcome

Audit file reviews 
— A programme of 
extensive quality 
reviews of audit 
files, across all audit 
partners, to assess 
the commitment 
to quality and 
professionalism of our 
engagement teams.

The file reviews identified a number of deficiencies 
that required remediation and action, summarised as 
follows:
• Deficiencies were classified into thematic areas 

on which to focus to improve audit quality 
across the firm and significant actions have been 
implemented to address these issues; and

• Certain audit partners were identified as requiring 
some intervention or disciplinary action.

Whistle-blowing 
— Implementation 
of a ‘Speak Up’ 
programme to raise 
awareness and run 
alongside normal 
whistle-blowing 
policies, facilitated 
by a law firm 
independent of KPMG 
South Africa.

Given the challenges that the firm faced in the 
preceding year, the number of matters reported as 
part of the ‘Speak Up’ programme was relatively 
low. KPMG International did not find any matters of 
significant concern or matters that would result in 
the need to take disciplinary action. Processes are in 
place to encourage and promote a culture of “safe to 
speak up without any fear of reprisal”.

Integrity and 
compliance checks 
— Extensive integrity 
checks of all partners 
(and their spouses/
partners) introduced, 
in addition to existing 
annual declaration 
processes, facilitated 
by a law firm 
independent of KPMG 
South Africa.

Key findings and areas of concern can be described 
as follows:

• Certain partners demonstrated a lack of discipline 
towards personal compliance requirements; and

• There was a lack of diligence by some partners 
in maintaining an accurate and up to date KPMG 
Independence Compliance System records or 
close monitoring of independence aspects of 
partner financial affairs and those of the partners’ 
spouses or spousal equivalents.

Immediate remedial actions included disciplinary 
actions and sanctions, together with developing 
programmes to improve knowledge of, and 
compliance with, policies.

ACTIONS TAKEN TO ADDRESS IDENTIFIED 
ISSUES AND SET FUTURE DIRECTION
Based on the findings of the extensive internal and external investigations conducted, 

together with a deep primary cause analysis, extensive engagement with our 

stakeholders and rigorous self-reflection by the new leadership of the firm, a number of 

key actions and steps have been taken — or are in the process of implementation — to 

decisively address the issues that were identified. These developments will enable us 

to deliver on our commitment to become a truly transformed professional services firm, 

with unwavering integrity, focused on delivering services of the highest quality and, 

ultimately, serving the public interest in everything that we do. 

We recognise that it will take time to rebuild trust and achieve this ambition, but we 

are committed to moving towards this goal decisively and swiftly. This report aims to 

provide our stakeholders with the context and progress of our actions towards this goal 

and to document the changes made by the new KPMG South Africa in rebuilding our 

firm to meet and, in time, exceed the expectations of our stakeholders.

The summary table on pages 12 to 16 provides: 

• an overview of actions taken or in progress; 

• a status update on each action area; and 

• references to where each issue is discussed in more detail in the report.

The actions are arranged into the following focus areas: 

• Understanding the issues at hand fully and drawing a line under the legacy period;

• Establishing the right governance, leadership capabilities and structure to provide 

direction and accountability;

• Engaging with our stakeholders to understand their expectations and rebuild trust;

• Implementing processes and checks to ensure the highest quality and ethics in 

everything we do; and 

• Setting a convincing future strategic direction for the firm that reflects our values 

and culture.
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Action Detail Status References

Understanding the issues at hand and drawing a line under the legacy period

Investigations, Primary 
Cause Analysis and 
Remedial Plans

• Thorough investigations assisted by external advisers into work done for Gupta entities, SARS and
VBS Mutual Bank.

Complete Acknowledging and 
addressing our past issues

• Full co-operation with external investigations and inquiry processes, including Ntsebeza Inquiry,
SARB forensic investigation into VBS Mutual Bank and IRBA investigations.

Complete and 
continuing

Acknowledging and 
addressing our past issues

Establish Full Extent of 
Legacy Issues

• Ending our relationship with certain clients and engagements following the review of our entire
client portfolio.

Complete Message from our 
Executive Chairman

• Extensive review of audit files to ascertain the commitment of our audit partners to audit quality and
professionalism.

Complete Acknowledging and 
addressing our past issues

• ’Speak Up’ campaign that ran for a specific period in addition to the normal safe reporting channels
of the firm.

Complete Acknowledging and 
addressing our past issues

• Extensive integrity and compliance checks of all partners. Complete Acknowledging and 
addressing our past issues

Return and Donation of 
Fees

• Return to SARS the R23 million fee for the report KPMG South Africa produced. Complete Baseline Report

• Implement a process and identify beneficiaries to whom to donate the R47.8 million in fees KPMG
South Africa received from work on Gupta-related entities, to NGOs mainly involved in education
and anti-corruption initiatives.

In progress KPMG South Africa 
Overview
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Action Detail Status References

Establishing the right governance, leadership capabilities and structure to provide direction and accountability

Leadership Reforms • Those responsible (either directly or as a result of their leadership position) for the shortcomings 
identified by KPMG International in connection with the Gupta and SARS matters have left KPMG 
South Africa.

Complete Acknowledging and 
addressing our past issues

• Appointment of Nhlamulo Dlomu, the new CEO, in September 2017, and a new leadership team 
through the remedial and stabilisation phase.

Complete Our governance model

• Embedding additional senior resources from the global KPMG network to strengthen leadership 
capacity.

Complete Our governance model

• Nomination of external CEO designate, Ignatius Sehoole, scheduled for May 2019, to lead the firm 
through the next phase of rebuilding.

Complete Our governance model

Governance Reforms • Election of a new Policy Board and strengthening sub-committee structures with terms of 
reference.

Complete Our governance model

• Separation of the Executive Committee (Exco) from the Policy Board. Complete Our governance model

• Appointment of an independent non-executive Chairman and an independent non-executive director 
on the Policy Board.

Complete Our governance model

• Establish Policy Board sub-committees to focus on oversight of public interest & ethics (PISE) and 
audit quality & compliance (RQC)

Complete Our governance model

• Appointment of additional independent non-executive directors and an independent chair of the 
Risk, Quality and Compliance committee.

In progress & 
complete

Our governance model

Review Structure And 
Business Plan

• Business reshape exercise to ensure alignment to current conditions and the sustainability of our 
business.

Complete Our purpose, strategy and 
culture

• 5-year business and sustainability plan in place. Complete Our purpose, strategy and 
culture
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Action Detail Status References

Engaging with our stakeholders to understand their expectations and rebuild trust

Comprehensive 
Stakeholder Engagement 
Programme

• Extensive and ongoing engagement with regulators, business associations, clients and people. Ongoing Stakeholder engagement

• Improved dialogue and interactions with civil society leaders. Ongoing Stakeholder engagement

• Public reporting programme through integrated and audit quality transparency reports. Ongoing and in 
progress

Integrated reporting at 
KPMG South Africa

Implementing processes and checks to ensure the highest quality and ethics in everything we do

Quality and Risk 
Management Reforms

• Elevated and separated role of the Risk Management Leader, and significant further resources 
devoted to the risk management function.

Embedded Our performance and 
outlook

• More rigorous system for client and engagement acceptance and continuance with centralised 
escalation of approvals.

Embedded Our performance and 
outlook

• Comprehensive review of services the firm provides. Complete Our performance and 
outlook

• Enhanced Engagement Quality Control Review policies. Embedded Our performance and 
outlook

• Stricter rules regarding the accepting and providing of hospitality. Embedded Our performance and 
outlook

• Extensive training and monitoring of compliance with firm policies, with enhanced sanction 
processes being enforced.

Embedded Our performance and 
outlook
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Action Detail Status References

Implementing processes and checks to ensure the highest quality and ethics in everything we do (continued)

Audit Quality Focus • Strengthening of the Audit & Assurance Quality Control Council functionality and audit quality 
indicator monitoring.

Complete and 
ongoing

Our performance and 
outlook

• Extensive additional training and guidance on areas identified with shortcomings. Complete and 
ongoing

Our performance and 
outlook

• Reinforcement of the role of Engagement Quality Control Review (EQCR) partner. Embedded Our performance and 
outlook

• Introduction of audit quality in-flight review programme and enhanced pre-issuance review 
programme.

In progress Our performance and 
outlook

• Strengthened Department of Professional Practice resources and capability. Embedded Our performance and 
outlook

Strengthened Ethics 
Programme

• Appointed Chief Ethics Officer so that there is dedicated promotion and oversight of ethics in the 
firm.

Embedded Our governance model

• A renewed global code of conduct has been issued with strong emphasis on alignment with public 
interest.

Ongoing Our governance model

• Ethics training, engagement and awareness programmes launched. Ongoing Our governance model

• Ethics Helpdesk (Advice Line) established and available to colleagues at all levels. Ongoing Our governance model

• ‘Safe to Speak Up’ programme to encourage a culture of challenge and speaking up as part of the 
normal course of business.

Ongoing Our governance model
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Action Detail Status References

Setting a convincing future strategic direction for the firm that reflects our values and culture

Culture and People 
Programmes

• Comprehensive culture and ethics assessments, and engagement with appropriate change 
programmes to address results of the assessments.

Ongoing Our purpose, strategy and 
culture

• ‘Professional to our core’ tone at the top — focused on public interest, ethics and quality, reinforced 
by remuneration and sanctions policies.

Ongoing Our purpose, strategy and 
culture

• Remuneration incentive programmes better aligned with quality and values-based behaviours. Complete Our remuneration model

Strategy Development 
and Implementation

• Revitalised and focused strategy — aligned with public interest, quality and growth. Complete Our purpose, strategy and 
culture

• Enhance key performance indicator reporting against strategy to incentivise and create 
accountability and transparency for serving the values of the firm and the public interest, as well as 
financial performance..

In progress Our performance and 
outlook
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KPMG South Africa 
Overview

Serving the  

South African  

market for over 

120 years

148  
partners

2 169 
employees

OUR HISTORY 
The origins of KPMG South Africa go back 

to 1895 and through organic growth and 

strategic mergers, we have grown into one 

of the largest Audit, Tax and Advisory firms in 

the region, offering a wide range of services 

to clients in the private and public sectors. 

OUR PEOPLE

148 partners and 2 169 colleagues supported by an international network that 

comprises more than 207 000 people.

In a people-to-people business like KPMG South Africa, our partners and staff are our most 

valuable assets and need to be nurtured and developed in a high-performance environment. 

We are working hard to develop an inclusive culture for our people where they feel they are 

making a difference and are connected to a strong sense of purpose. In the face of all the 

pressures brought to bear by our recent past issues, our exceptional people have embraced 

the challenges and stood together to rebuild our firm to be a business that, ultimately, 

serves the public interest and of which they are proud to be a part. 

Partners

Advisory

Audit

Tax

Colleagues

Number of People per Division

Revenue* Generated per Division (R millions)
* Extracted from financial records

A
U

D
IT

TAX

AD
V

IS
O

RY

IN
FR

ASTRUCTURE 75

22

31

20

176

460

367

1 166

303

801

1 573
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Global network

152  
countries

African footprint  

30  
practices
servicing 54 countries

OUR FOOTPRINT

• A global network of firms that operate in 152 countries. 

• An African footprint of 30 practices servicing 54 countries. 

• A South African operating model with four regional hubs.

Across the globe, the KPMG network of firms operate in the same geographies as 

our clients and we have people who understand the local marketplace wherever 

they are in the world. Our global network of member firms operating in 152 

countries enhances the mobility of skills and knowledge we offer. Our African 

footprint has 30 practices servicing 54 countries. The South African business 

operates out of four hubs in Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban and Port Elizabeth. 

OUR TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY
We are proud to retain our BBBEE Level 1 Empowered 

Supplier status as per the Amended Codes of Good Practice, 

but recognise that there is still a way to go on our journey 

to becoming a fully transformed firm that is representative 

of the demographics of South Africa. We have set a good 

foundation and are committed to working hard to build an 

inclusive and diverse firm that can compete with greater 

success in the market. 

Our focus remains on developing our black colleagues from 

a management control, professional expertise and ownership 

perspective, while also placing emphasis on procurement 

from black-owned businesses, particularly SMEs, aligned 

skills development and a commitment to enterprise and 

supplier development initiatives that lead to job creation.

BBBEE Level 1 
Empowered Supplier 
status, but aware that there 
is still further to go on our 
transformation journey.

10 000+  
KPMG alumni

There are over 10 000 KPMG South Africa alumni 

who are business leaders in all sectors of the South 

African economy.
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Water

Within our office buildings we currently recycle grey water, as 

well as rain water, which is used to flush rest-rooms and for the 

car-wash service offered to colleagues. We also make use of this 

recycled water and borehole water to irrigate the KPMG gardens. 

Solar Energy

KPMG took the initiative in 2014 by installing solar panels on the 

roofs of our buildings. Currently there are 5 154 sqm of solar 

panels.

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
INITIATIVES
In line with our Global Green Initiatives, KPMG South 

Africa maintains momentum in its environmental 

stewardship through new initiatives and constantly 

updated targets for renewable water and energy 

consumption.

OUR CLIENTS AND SERVICES
KPMG South Africa works with an 

incredible breadth of clients across 

different industry sectors, from new 

entrants to established businesses and 

across listed, private equity and public 

sector organisations. We recognise 

that no two clients and their challenges 

are ever exactly the same and that 

each client expects KPMG to bring 

deep industry expertise to their issues, 

combining integrity with innovation and 

a determination to deliver results that 

matter.

It starts with the exceptional people that 

we recruit and develop, and the focus 

we maintain on building their industry 

expertise, as well as their professional 

skills.

 

Our specialised sectoral approach to 

the market is critical to ensure a deep 

understanding of our clients’ issues and 

to be relevant in the services that we 

provide. With each sector, supported on 

a global basis, we are able to provide 

thought leadership and experience on 

global industry issues that are increasingly 

agnostic of national boundaries. 

Furthermore, as technological disruption 

and convergence continue to blur 

traditional sector boundaries, we are able 

to derive significant insights from sharing 

what is happening with clients across 

different sectors.

We are delighted and proud when our 

clients tell us how highly they value the 

quality of our services and the insight their 

KPMG South Africa team brings.

Our clients expect KPMG to bring deep 
industry expertise to their issues, combining 
integrity with innovation and a determination 
to deliver results that matter.

5 154 sqm  
of solar panels installed

Over the last ten years, we have recruited 

and trained over 2 500 chartered 

accountants, many of whom have 

received scholarships and bursaries.
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IMPACTFUL SOCIAL INVESTMENT
Caring about, and contributing to, the communities in which 

we live and work is core to our commitment to serving the 

public interest — beyond delivering work to the highest ethical, 

professional and societal standards and expectations. We 

recognise that our own success is intertwined with operating 

within a sustainable environment and, therefore, seek to 

contribute to transforming our societies in a sustainable 

way by responsibly leveraging the social investments and 

resources of the firm, including skills, talents, infrastructure 

and networks. The R47.8 million Public Interest Funding 

allocated to Education and Anti-corruption initiatives, following 

our undertaking to donate the R47.8 million in fees KPMG 

South Africa received from work on Gupta-related entities, 

has provided us insights that will help shape our revised 

social investment focus as part of the long-term corporate 

citizenship strategy of the firm. Activities that leverage our 

skills and strengths as a business, such as Pro Bono Services 

and Employee Volunteerism, will continue to be our focus. 

The following table highlights some of the current initiatives 

through which KPMG South Africa makes a difference.

ANTI-CORRUPTION INITIATIVES
Funding was allocated to the following organisations promoting ethical leadership 

and accountable governance:

EDUCATION INITIATIVES
A total of 51 organisations were selected for 

funding working in the following areas:

The Social Justice 
Initiative (SJI)  
will further distribute 

the funding to initiatives 

promoting accountable 

governance and fighting 

corruption.

R47.8 million Public Interest 
Funding allocated to Education 
and Anti-corruption initiatives.

Democracy Works 
Foundation (DWF)  
supporting its Democracy 

Works Academy, a youth 

leadership, civic education 

and dialogue programme 

to inspire, empower and 

connect a new generation 

of civic actors. 

Literacy Cradle-to-career 
initiatives

Programmes tackling 
systemic challenges 
in the education 
ecosystem, and 
those that seek to 
enhance the well-
being of the learner

Early childhood 
development 

National Business 
Initiative (NBI)  
will be conducting evidence-

based ethical leadership 

training and capacity building 

for business.
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GENERAL CITIZENSHIP INITIATIVES
Each division within KPMG carries out specific Corporate 

Social Investment activities based on their identified 

strategies and priorities.

LIFELONG LEARNING INITIATIVES
KPMG South Africa supports a number of lifelong learning initiatives in the education 

sector.

PRO BONO AUDITS AND SERVICES
Putting our skills to work through staff volunteerism and hours of pro bono professional 

engagement time and applying these to the communities around us, to help make 

positive changes in our societies.

Young Managers 
Foundation

A foundation that conducts 

leadership programmes for 

youth from disadvantaged 

backgrounds.

Back to School

Donated stationary packs and 

non-perishable food items to 

around 400 learners 

KPMG Family of Literacy

The collection and distribution 

of books to learners in the 

foundation phase (grades 2-3)

Enactus

Brings together a community 

of students, academics and 

business leaders committed 

to transform lives and shape a 

better, more sustainable world.

KPMG Spring School 

(annual initiative)

Providing relevant soft skills 

training to school teachers to 

enhance their teaching abilities.

11 078 hours
R23.2 million cash / cash equivalent

Employee 
Volunteering 

Policy

Christmas Tree 
Drive

Nelson Mandela 
Foundation

Caring for Girls

KPMG Winter 
Drive

Disaster Relief 
Programmes

Supporting 
Inclusion and 

Diversity
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In response to past events, governance at KPMG South Africa has evolved 

significantly. We have progressed from the traditional, self-governed partnership 

model for professional services firms to a corporatised model that embraces the 

principles of the King IV™ Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016 

(King IVTM). We are still focused on our most pressing issues, including rebuilding 

trust and enhancing our focus on quality, sustainability and public interest, but we 

are committed to the principles enshrined in King IV™, and a robust application of 

King IV™ as a benchmark will be implemented and matured over time.

As noted in our Governance Report, our governance structures are aligned with 

key functional areas and issues, such as the formation of the Public Interest, 

Social & Ethics Committee and the Risk, Quality & Compliance Committee.

Our leadership has also been significantly enhanced in response to the events of 

the recent past. The appointment of an independent non-executive Chairman and 

director to the leadership team provided greater objectivity and fresh thinking. 

The appointment of a number of experienced KPMG partners from outside South 

Africa has enhanced the experience, knowledge and expertise of the KPMG SA 

leadership team. The appointment of an external candidate to perform the role of 

Chief Executive Officer reflects further investment in leadership talent at the firm. 

While there is much more to be done in terms of dealing with past issues and 

implementing our new strategy and culture, we are satisfied with the good 

progress that has been made in a comparatively short space of time, and the 

foundation of robust governance structures and processes that are now in place 

to drive the future direction and accountability of the firm.

Our Governance Model
We have prepared a detailed Governance Report to provide 

our stakeholders with insight into our governance principles, 

structures, practices and outcomes. It forms part of this 

Annual Integrated Report and has been prepared in line 

with the disclosure requirements of King IVTM, including the following 

topics:

• Ethical culture

• Responsible corporate citizenship

• Value creation and reporting

• Policy Board composition, structure and report back

• Governance functional areas including:

— Risk management and opportunities

— Technology and information

— Regulatory compliance

— Assurance

— Stakeholder engagement and relationship management
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KPMG South Africa operates through two entities: 

KPMG Incorporated out of which we deliver our audit 

services, and KPMG Services Proprietary Limited out 

of which we deliver our advisory and tax services. 

Both entities are incorporated under the South 

African Companies Act, 2008 and are owned by their 

shareholders, who are all the directors. Each director 

of KPMG Inc. is also a director of KPMG Services but 

only Registered Auditors are directors of KPMG Inc.

KPMG Incorporated and KPMG Services Proprietary 

Limited each has a Policy Board constituted in terms 

of their Memoranda of Incorporation. The Policy 

Board is a committee of the Board of Directors 

and all authority of the Board of Directors has been 

delegated, without abdicating responsibility, to the 

Policy Board. The Policy Board of both entities sits 

co-timeously as they comprise the same members 

and consider issues common to both entities. When 

matters arise that are specific to one entity, then the 

respective Policy Board of that entity will deliberate 

and decide on its particular matter and only the Policy 

Board members who are directors in respect of such 

entity will vote in respect of such matter. For ease of 

understanding, references to Board or Policy Board 

refer to the Policy Board of both entities.
# The duties of the Remuneration & Nominations Committee were previously 

fulfilled by the entire Policy Board and will revert to a sub-committee in 2019

* Following the temporary designation of our Chairman to an executive 
position, we have appointed a Lead Independent Director, and only one 
other director from the Executive Committee sits on the Policy Board whilst 
we await the incoming CEO designate. 

Public Interest,  
Social & Ethics Committee

Executive Committee (Exco)

Policy Board (Board)#

Transformation Oversight 
Committee

Risk, Quality & Compliance 
Committee

Combined Assurance  
& Reporting Committee

Remuneration & Nominations 
Committee#

• Chief Executive Officer

• Chief Operating Officer

• Country Risk Management Partner

• Head of Audit

• Head of Tax

• Head of Advisory

• Head of People

• Head of Clients & Markets

• Head of Transformation & Citizenship

• Executive Chairman*

• Independent Non-Executive Lead Director*

• 2* Directors from the Executive Committee

• Elected Executive Directors
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REMUNERATION PHILOSOPHY AND POLICY
During the year, we revisited our remuneration policies and models to align 

with global best practices, drive implementation of our strategy and, more 

importantly, to ensure that we adequately incentivise and create accountability 

around our public interest focus on quality, ethical behaviour and living our 

values.

Informed by our strategy and values, the remuneration model rewards 

performance that reflects an individual’s contribution to medium and long-term 

value creation, as well as short-term or current year performance against his 

or her goals. We aim to pay market leading total reward when an individual’s 

performance, along with the firm’s performance, exceeds expectations.

Our partner remuneration model will comprise the following three elements:

Base pay A fixed percentage, typically, 64% of total 
remuneration is a base salary.

Discretionary one-firm profit 
share award

A set percentage of total remuneration is dependent 
on the firm achieving its goals. 

Discretionary individual 
performance award

An allocated percentage of total remuneration, based 
on relative in-year performance against balanced 
scorecard goals.

Total remuneration is determined individually, taking into account roles and 

responsibilities, experience, technical and specialist skills and leadership 

qualities against market values for such attributes. 

Balanced scorecard goals are set against the following areas:

A similar approach is applied to the management of colleague remuneration, 

including a one-firm-bonus element and an individual performance-related 

bonus, based on a balanced scorecard.

A performance management process ensures that goals and development 

plans are set each year, which include specific key performance indicators and 

targets. Partners and colleagues are allocated a performance manager to facilitate 

the quality completion of goal setting, and support through counselling and 

mentoring which is facilitated through our performance management system.

AVERAGE PARTNER EARNINGS
Average total earnings (before tax) for those partners in office at 30 September 

2018 amounted to R3.7 million per annum. Average partner earnings for 

executive management as defined in King IVTM (Policy Board and Executive 

Committee members), excluding our independent non-executive lead director, 

Chairman and KPMG partners from outside South Africa, amounted to R4.3 

million per annum. The differential pertains to the relative leadership attributes, 

responsibilities and experience of the executive management team.

Our Remuneration Model

Quality, 
compliance and 

public trust

Financial 
performance

ClientsPeople
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GENDER AND RACE PARITY
Diversity is a critical component of our people value proposition, although we 

refrain from differentiating remuneration of individuals based on their gender or 

race. 

We are passionate about creating an inclusive and collaborative culture where 

everyone is supported to reach their full potential and ensuring that they are 

appropriately rewarded for the contribution that they make. Our approach to 

promotion and progression focuses on ensuring that a diverse group of talent 

progresses through the firm; however, we recognise that the full impact of our 

approach will take time to show in our data. We have robust processes and 

monitoring in place to ensure that our people are treated and paid fairly, meeting 

both our legal and moral obligations. Our gender pay gap differentials across the 

categories we monitor are all 10% or less in favour of males or females. Our 

ethnicity pay gap differentials across 75% of the categories we monitor are 10% 

or less. The remaining 25% is within 10 to 14% and is the area of focus for our 

current remuneration review.

TERMINATION BENEFITS
There are no fixed term contracts or contractual termination benefits for partners 

who are required to serve a three-month notice period upon resignation. As part 

of our reshaping process during the year, regrettably, we had to retrench certain 

partners and colleagues. Retrenchment packages were paid in accordance with 

regulations, supplemented by an ex-gratia payment. 

INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVES
Our independent non-executive directors, including our interim executive 

Chairman, are paid a fixed director fee, based on their relative roles and 

responsibilities as directors, as determined by the Policy Board, taking market 

values into consideration.
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Effective engagement with our key stakeholders is essential to understand fully 

their expectations and concerns regarding us as a firm, specifically, as well as 

the accountancy profession in general. We need this understanding in order to 

establish credible trust levels, generate true shared value and remain relevant 

to those to whom we owe our existence.

While effective stakeholder engagement is important in the ordinary course of 

business, there is little doubt that our stakeholder engagement programme is 

now a critical aspect of our business. Historically, our stakeholder engagement 

approach has been largely focused on our clients and our people. Yet recent 

events have shown that we need to expand our approach and engage on 

an ongoing basis with a much wider community of stakeholders, including 

government, regulators, business associations and, most importantly, civil 

society, which lies at the heart of our public interest focus. Our social and 

operating licence depends on this.

Regaining public trust will take time and continued significant effort. We 

need to continue to engage, reflect and take decisive action as a firm and a 

profession, if we are to live up to the expectations of society. The need to 

re-establish the role of the auditing and professional services sector is evident 

globally, while locally, the extent of corruption amidst a poor economy has 

inflamed public anger and frustration to unprecedented levels. The need for 

us to return to our core of professionalism and serving the public interest has 

never been more evident.

We have been through a painful time as a firm, and are acutely aware of 

the need to re-establish our reputation as an ethical professional services 

organisation that works with business, government and civil society to generate 

and sustain economic, environmental and societal shared value for all. This is 

an ambition to which we are fully committed.

We group our broad community of stakeholders into three principle categories: 

the business sector, our people and the public. The following table provides 

a concise overview of the expectations and issues raised by each of these 

groups during the year, together with our responses to their concerns.

Stakeholder Engagement
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Stakeholder Group Stakeholder Profile Methods of Engagement Key Concerns and Expectations Our Response

Clients • Current, previous & 
future

• Audit, tax and 
advisory

• Listed, private 
equity, multi-
national and public 
sector

• One-on-one meetings and 
engagement

• Audit committee 
meetings and formal 
presentations

• Update letters and 
external reports 

• Have we responded in a decisive manner 
to recent shortcomings?

• Is there more bad news to come? 

• Have we implemented consequence 
management against transgressors?

• Have we got the resources and a 
sustainable business model to continue 
servicing our clients in the short term?

• Are we able to provide superior audit 
services and innovative advisory solutions 
to meet client needs?

• How to manage association risk of 
continued relationship with KPMG South 
Africa?

• Ability of KPMG South Africa to regain 
public and regulatory trust?

• Intensive engagement programme, 
including direct engagement, regular 
updates and external reporting process 
(baseline report, integrated and 
transparency reports)

• Intensive firm-appointed investigations and 
co-operation with external investigations 
to establish primary causes and commit to 
extensive remedial plans

• Extensive, wider stakeholder engagement 
process to understand key stakeholder 
concerns and expectations fully and 
respond appropriately

• Establish a robust business plan and 
strategy to ensure a sustainable and high-
quality delivery platform

• Cross-functional collaboration to provide 
superior solutions within regulatory 
frameworks

• Technological innovation and sector 
expertise through global connectivity

People • Partners 

• Colleagues

• Alumni

• Graduates

• Universities 

• Townhall meetings, 
people communications 
(e-mails, on-screen-pop-
up messaging), business 
unit meetings 

• Culture, ethics and 
support workshops

• Annual Global People 
Survey (GPS)

• Counselling and 
career development/
performance 
management 
programmes

• Need for transparency and speed at which 
information is cascaded to employees

• Assurance that issues have been dealt 
with fully and no more surprises

• Job security, promising future and career 
plans

• Strong leadership and clear strategy, with 
accountability, and aligned culture

• Public interest and values-driven 
organisation

• Remuneration and incentives/accountability 
aligned with market and strategic key 
performance indicators

• More intensive culture, ethics and legacy 
issue workshops and engagements

• Comprehensive remedial plans, together 
with culture alignment programmes

• Establishment of a robust business plan 
and strategy to position for the future

• Revitalised remuneration and incentive 
programme
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Stakeholder Group Stakeholder Profile Methods of Engagement Key Concerns and Expectations Our Response

Regulators/ 
Professional Bodies

• Independent 
Regulatory Board 
for Auditors (IRBA)

• Institute of Internal 
Auditors (IIA SA)

• Johannesburg 
Stock Exchange 
(JSE)

• South African 
Institute of 
Chartered 
Accountants 
(SAICA)

• South African 
Reserve Bank 
(SARB)

• Formal investigations and 
inquiries

• Formal inspections and 
findings reports 

• Enquiries and reporting

• Update letters and 
reports

• Meetings and 
presentations

• External reports 

• Ability to deliver constantly high-quality 
audits, compliant with standards and 
regulations

• Upholding of professional standards, 
including independence and ethical 
behaviour

• Compliance with regulatory requirements 
(e.g. Banks Act on appointment of auditors 
for banks, accreditation of JSE-listed 
auditors) 

• Market concentration within the auditing 
and auxiliary professional services sector

• Advancing transformation within South 
African context 

• Participation and co-operation with 
investigations, inquiries and inspections

• Thorough investigations, primary cause 
analysis and remedial strategies & plans

• Leadership and governance reforms, 
together with quality and risk management 
reforms

• Strengthened ethics, culture and people 
programmes

• Transformation and diversity programmes

• Commitment to transparency and 
accountability in external reporting

Government • Auditor General 
of South Africa 
(AGSA)

• Ministry of Finance 

• Ministry of Public 
Enterprises 

• South African 
Revenue Services 
(SARS)

• Parliament

• Standing Committee On 
Public Accounts (SCOPA) 
appearances

• Meetings and 
presentations

• Concerns regarding upholding of 
professional standards and ethics in nature 
and quality of work undertaken for Guptas, 
SARS and VBS Mutual Bank

• Determining if there was a lapse in risk 
management and practice disciplines, 
bringing into question quality of audit 
performed on behalf of Auditor General’s 
office

• Achieving transformation targets 
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Stakeholder Group Stakeholder Profile Methods of Engagement Key Concerns and Expectations Our Response

Business Associations • Business Unity South Africa 
(BUSA) 

• Business Leadership South Africa 
(BLSA) 

• Black Management Forum (BMF) 

• Banking Association South Africa 
(BASA)

• Association for the Advancement 
of Black Accountants of Southern 
Africa (ABASA)

• African Woman Chartered 
Accountants (AWCA)

• Institute of Directors SA (IoDSA)

• Institutional investors

• Meetings and 
presentations 

• Update letters and 
reports

• External reporting

• Is KPMG adopting a zero tolerance 
approach to corruption?

• Ability to deliver constantly high-
quality audits, compliant with 
standards and regulations

• Upholding of professional 
standards, including independence 
and ethical behaviour

• Advancing transformation within 
South African context 

• Commitment to true ethical reform 

• Sharing lessons learnt with wider 
business community

• Leadership and governance 
reforms, together with quality and 
risk management reforms

• Strengthened ethics, culture and 
people programmes

• Transformation and diversity 
programmes

• Commitment to transparency and 
accountability in external reporting

Civil Society • Social justice

• Anti-corruption

• Education

• Faith-based communities

• Political analysts

• Media

• General public

• Civil Society Breakfast 
dialogue session

• Direct engagement with 
interested organisations

• Press releases

• Interviews 

• External communications

• Recognise our public interest 
responsibilities with regards to 
South African society

• Tangible cultural shift is required at 
every level of the organisation

• Commitment to true ethical reform 

• Expanded engagement programme 
with civil society organisations and 
leaders

• Strategy aligned with serving in the 
public interest, ethics and quality 
focus

• Corporate citizenship programmes 
aligned with critical needs of society 
in anti-corruption and educational 
initiatives

• Commitment to transparency and 
accountability in external reporting

The governance oversight and processes around stakeholder engagement is 

set out in our Governance Report – Stakeholder engagement and relationship 

management (refer to page xvii).
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MATERIAL MATTERS DETERMINATION PROCESS
The environment in which we operate is dynamic and constantly changing. Global and local 

conditions have been incredibly volatile over the last decade. Technological disruption and radical 

geopolitical, social and economic shifts have combined to create a volatile, risky, but opportunistic 

operating environment for all. Our adaptive strategy reflects this reality. 

Being ‘plugged in’, both globally and locally, is vital to our ability to anticipate trends that present 

risks and opportunities to us as a firm and a profession. In order to stay ‘plugged in’, we need to 

devote time and attention to planning scenarios and monitoring the global and local landscapes, 

engaging with and understanding our stakeholder perspectives, and appreciating the impact of the 

risk and opportunity landscape on our operations.

All of these activities need to be appreciated in our current context. We have never been more 

acutely aware of the need to restore public trust and be seen as an organisation that truly serves 

the public interest — a firm that is committed to generating shared societal value for all of our 

stakeholders and the environment.

We define our material risks and opportunities as matters that can substantively affect the ability of 

our firm to create value over the short, medium and long term. Our material issues determination 

process is summarised as follows:

Our Material Risks and Opportunities

Global and 
local external 

environment and 
emerging trends

(Pg. 30) 

Stakeholder engagement 
to understand expectations 

and concerns

(Pg. 26) 

Risk management 
methodologies to 

understand context

(Pg. 31) 

Applying a 
materiality filter 

through the lens of 
value creation =

Material risks and 
opportunities 

(Pg. 31) 

We have profiled the six key trends (listed 

below) that are particularly relevant to 

our context and the way we conduct our 

business in the supplemental section, ‘Our 

Operating Environment and Key Emerging Trends’. 

Click here to open the supplement and read our 

discussion of the trends and developments in these 

six key areas:

• Trust

• Technology

• Talent Management

• Regulatory

• Geopolitical

• Social
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OUR MOST MATERIAL RISKS 
AND OPPORTUNITIES LINKED 
TO STRATEGIC RESPONSE 
Following consideration of our operating environment, 

our current operating context, stakeholder engagement 

and our risk management processes, we undertook a 

series of workshops in the current period to achieve a 

consensus view on our most material matters.

The following table outlines the top ten strategic 

business risks and opportunities we face currently, 

our ongoing goals in relation to mitigating the risks or 

capitalising on opportunities, together with our strategic 

response to each, which is further explained in our 

purpose, strategy and culture section on page 35 of this 

report. 

Our enterprise risk management process (refer to 

Governance Report page xv) has assessed the inherent 

and residual risk pertaining to each material matter, 

taking into account the mitigating actions that are in 

place. In many instances, the management of certain 

residual risks to within acceptable tolerance levels will 

take sustained effort and time. Work Collaboratively 
to Integrate 

Southern Africa

Leadership and 
Governance

Culture and 
Transformation

Benchmark for 
Integrity and 

Quality

Engage and 
Empower our 

People

Retain and Grow 
our Client Base

Get Operational 
Basics Right

Leverage Global 
Innovation and 

Investment

Our Strategic Responses

Our strategic responses are set out and explained on page 35 and have been presented 

graphically above to demonstrate the linkage between our strategy and the material risks 

and opportunities that follow.
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Risk/opportunity Risk mitigation and opportunity management Link to our strategic response 
(refer page 35 for further explanation)

Public trust, reputation & 
social license to operate

• Ensuring that our behaviour fully acknowledges the public interest nature of 
our work and rebuilds public trust.

• Understanding the social and political context in which we operate so as not 
to be perceived as naïve, detached or arrogant.

• Ensuring that we have, and are seen to have, the right governance and 
accountability models in place.

• Contributing to restoring the reputation of the Chartered Accountancy and 
Auditing profession as guardians of ethics, transparency and accountability.

Leadership and Governance
Culture and Transformation
Be the benchmark for quality and integrity

Transformation • Continuing to contribute to the transformation of the accounting, 
advisory, tax and auditing profession in South Africa, in terms of qualified 
professionals, management control and ownership of KPMG South Africa 
and professional firms.

• Playing a meaningful and impactful role in the transformation of the South 
African social and economic universe.

Culture and Transformation
Engage and empower our people

Audit failures, litigation 
and/or regulatory 
investigation

• Performing audits of high quality and in accordance with applicable 
standards.

• Effectively managing litigation, regulatory investigations and any other 
matters which could impact the reputation and stability of the firm.

• Creating an environment which promotes and supports quality audits, 
including board and sub-committee level oversight with robust quality 
control processes and structures aligned with global standards.

Culture and Transformation
Be the benchmark for quality and integrity

Ability to attract and 
retain required skills 
and align culture and 
behaviours with our 
values

• Ensuring that our remuneration remains competitive and that we continue 
to provide clear career development opportunities and job security.

• Maintaining a sense of belonging during the challenges the firm currently 
faces.

• Replenishing the morale and motivation of our people beyond the current 
challenges the firm faces and enabling a culture centred around public 
interest and quality in everything we do.

Leadership and Governance
Culture and Transformation
Engage and empower our people
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Risk/opportunity Risk mitigation and opportunity management Link to our strategic response  
(refer page 35 for further explanation)

Embracing and 
responding to new trends 
and technologies

• Being able to anticipate, respond to, and capitalise on disruptive and 
innovative technologies for ourselves and our clients across all sectors (e.g. 
robotics, internet of things, data & analytics, artificial intelligence, block 
chain, automation and social media enablement). 

• Matching skills and solutions quickly and effectively to growth areas. Retain and grow our client base
Get operational basics right
Leverage global innovation and investment

Proactive regulatory 
engagement

• Managing, and remaining responsive to, the regulations that impact our 
business model, including mandatory audit firm rotation, restrictions on non-
audit services and independence regulations.

• Ensuring sound relationships and constructive engagement with audit and 
other regulators, and responding actively and appropriately to regulatory 
input.

Leadership and Governance
Be the benchmark for quality and integrity

Appropriate clients and 
services

• Accepting and retaining only those clients that are consistent with our brand 
values.

• Delivering services that are, and are perceived to be, legal, ethical and in 
compliance with professional standards and our core competencies. 

• Being aware of the socio-political landscape when undertaking work in the 
public and private sectors to ensure that the public interest is always being 
served.

Culture and Transformation
Be the benchmark for quality and integrity
Retain and grow our client base

Data protection • Protecting client confidential and/or personal data from cyber-attack or 
failures of internal controls.

Be the benchmark for quality and integrity
Get operational basics right
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Risk/opportunity Risk mitigation and opportunity management Link to our strategic response  
(refer page 35 for further explanation)

Economic growth and 
stable government

• Growing professional leaders who can contribute to the economy and 
society of our country through the provision of education, employment, 
service delivery, poverty eradication, reduction in crime and corruption, 
leadership, governance and the upliftment of human dignity.

• Focusing the firm on serving business and society and playing a key role 
in helping to create a positive future for South Africa and the accounting 
profession. 

Leadership and Governance
Culture and Transformation

Focused execution and 
change management

• Having a business model that is agile enough to adapt to external and 
internal influences.

• Executing our strategy against our business plan and objectives in a period 
of rapid change.

• Ensuring sufficient resources for strategy execution and effective change 
management.

• Communicating and engaging with relevant stakeholders regarding our 
strategic plan.  

Leadership and Governance
Get operational basics right

The governance oversight 

and processes around risk 

management are set out 

in our Governance Report 

– Risk management and 

opportunities, Regulatory 

compliance & Assurance 

(refer to pages xv - xvii).
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STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
Given recent events impacting the firm, there 

was considerable focus on managing a number of 

‘business unusual’ activities to stabilise the firm. 

These included appointing a new leadership team, 

revitalising governance structures, performing 

intensive investigations and primary cause 

analyses, devising remedial plans and reshaping the 

organisation. 

We acknowledge that regaining public trust will 

take time and we are committed to continued, 

intensive efforts. With the initial stabilisation of the 

firm achieved, and having drawn a line under the 

legacy period, the need to develop a compelling 

strategy and business plan to take the new KPMG 

South Africa into the future arose. This led to the 

development of our ‘Vision 2023’ strategy, which is 

described in further detail in the following section, 

together with the business plan that will provide the 

resources to deliver and execute the strategy.

‘Vision 2023’ describes KPMG South Africa as a firm 

that has public interest at its centre and seeks to 

achieve four primary objectives:

• Demonstrating the highest level of integrity; 

• Achieving the highest level of quality; 

• Becoming a genuinely transformed South African 

firm; and

• Being relevant to our market (delivering dynamic 

solutions as a fully integrated and agile multi-

disciplinary firm).

The need to rebuild a new KPMG South Africa as a 

sustainable and realistically sized business (relative 

to current levels of demand for our services) made 

it necessary to reshape the firm. Regrettably, 

this required closing our smaller regional offices, 

refocusing our advisory business, scaling down our 

internal business support and, ultimately reducing 

our team by approximately 400 people. Whilst this 

was clearly a difficult decision, it has rendered a 

leaner, yet stronger and more focused business and 

provided a solid foundation for future growth.

Similarly, there was a need to revitalise and 

invigorate our leadership through the introduction 

of independent non-executive directors, the recent 

nomination of our new CEO designate from outside 

the firm and a number of appointments of KPMG 

partners from elsewhere in the network.

The sustainability of the firm has also been 

established through the development of a detailed, 

business plan that ensures we have the resources 

to deliver on our strategy, including the utilisation of 

specialist resources from our global network where 

necessary.

The outcomes of the stabilisation and reshaping 

phase, together with our ‘Vision 2023’ plan, are:

• A firm that is acutely sensitive to the issues 

facing the profession and fully committed to 

acting in the public interest, with integrity and 

quality at the heart of everything it does. 

• A locally aware firm that is committed to playing 

a key role in delivering a positive future for South 

Africa.

• A smaller, more agile firm that is focused on 

growing in our core competencies.

• A more globally connected firm, with 

international specialist resources in-country.

• A revitalised and focused leadership, with 

independent oversight and specialist skills.

• A firm that is a great place to build a career.

• A firm that is positioned for growth and aiming 

to become the benchmark for professionalism in 

our industry.

Our Purpose, Strategy and Culture
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OUR STRATEGY
Our strategy sets out what we are aiming to achieve and how we are working to achieve our purpose, vision and goals.

Work Collaboratively 
to Integrate 

Southern Africa

Leadership and 
Governance

Culture and 
Transformation

Benchmark for 
Integrity and 

Quality

Engage and 
Empower our 

People

Retain and Grow 
our Client Base

Get Operational 
Basics Right

Leverage Global 
Innovation and 

Investment

 

Our Global Purpose

Inspire Confidence and Empower Change

 

Our Global Vision

Be the Clear Choice
Our Global Strategic Pillars

KPMG South Africa

Strategic Objectives

CONSISTENCY

ACCOUNTABILITY

LEADERSHIP MATTERS

Public
The public trusts us

Client
Our clients see  

a difference in us

People
Our people are 
extraordinary

Financial
Financial strength

KPMG South Africa

Strategic Responses

AMBITION

GROWTH TRUST
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Respect the 
individual

Work together

Lead by exampleSeek the facts and 
provide insight

Communicate  
openly and  

honestly

Committed to our 
communities

Act with integrity

OUR CULTURE AND VALUES

Recognising that the right culture is key to the 

successful implementation of our strategy, we 

initiated an intensive culture change programme 

during the year. A number of remediation actions 

have been taken to ensure that the mistakes 

from the past are not repeated; however, the key 

enabler of long-lasting, sustainable change will be 

the way that each of us behaves every day. During 

the second half of 2018, 700 of our colleagues 

attended 36 culture engagement sessions where 

we discussed what it is like to work at KPMG now 

and how we would like this to evolve in the future. 

The engagement sessions were designed to identify 

barriers to, and enablers of, our desired ethical 

culture — a culture centered around public interest 

and quality in everything we do. It is anticipated 

that much of the culture change required will be 

driven by the ‘tone at the top’, more transparent 

communication, a strategic focus on integrity, 

trust and quality, aligned reward and sanction 

programmes, and by creating an environment in 

which people are encouraged to speak up. The focus 

in 2019 will be on moving to inculcate our desired 

culture and behaviours throughout the organisation 

decisively.
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We have identified eight strategic focus areas. Each has a 

set of clear priorities and key performance indicators (KPIs). 

As our strategy has only recently been revitalised and 

aligned, the performance analysis that follows is limited 

to describing current performance metrics, progress and 

challenges during the reporting period and priorities going 

forward. We intend to report on more extensive KPIs and 

trends in performance over time in future reports.

Our Performance and Outlook
LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE

OBJECTIVE

• ‘Fit for purpose’ governance and leadership structures and resources.

• Strong, appropriate ‘tone at the top’, with focus on execution of strategy and 

accountability.

CURRENT YEAR ACHIEVEMENTS & MILESTONES

• Substantially aligned governance structures and processes with King IVTM 

recommendations.

• Nominated external CEO and strengthened leadership team with external 

appointments.

• Appointed independent non-executive directors.

(Refer to Governance Report)

LOOKING FORWARD

• Continued development of governance model and processes.

• Focus on ‘tone at the top’ and strategy execution accountability through KPI 

management.

• Enhanced communication processes and brand rebuilding.
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Transformation scorecard 

Elements
Target 
score KPMG

*Peer avg. 
score

Ownership 25 25 24.6

Black Ownership Percentage 51% 32.6% 34.8%

Management Control 19 14.8 12.2

Skills Development 20 23.2 19.2

Enterprise and Supplier Development 40 36.2 39.9

Socio-Economic Development 5 5 5

Total 109 104.1 101.0

B-BBEE Level 1 1 1*

* Deloitte, EY and PWC as at 25 February 2019  

People Demographics

Black White Other Male Female

Partners 42 101 5 101 47

Colleagues 1 293 816 60 886 1 283

Total 1 335 917 65 987 1 330

CULTURE AND TRANSFORMATION

OBJECTIVE

• Culture of accountability in terms of quality, ethics and serving the 

public interest.

• Inclusive and transformed firm that reflects the demographics and 

diversity of South Africa.

CURRENT YEAR ACHIEVEMENTS & MILESTONES

• BBBEE Level 1 maintained in latest rating (refer to 

Governance Report - Transformation oversight committee).

• Culture assessment and engagement programmes (refer to 

Our Culture and Values).

• ‘Tone at the top’ and alignment of partner remuneration 

incentives to quality and behaviours (refer to Our 

Remuneration Model).

LOOKING FORWARD

• Implement transformation and inclusion strategy.

• Implementation of recommendations resulting from culture 

engagement workshops programme.

• Revitalised communication strategy including the establishment of a 

Colleague Forum to encourage more open two way communication 

across the firm.

Black Male FemaleWhite & Other

2018 Graduate intake

54%66%

44%

46%

GenderRace
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Audit Quality report back

The following supplementary click-down 

document provides some insight into the 

Audit quality initiatives and processes in 

place at the firm

Advisory Quality report back

The following supplementary click-down 

document provides some insight into the 

Advisory quality initiatives and processes 

in place at the firm

Tax and Legal Quality report back

The following supplementary click-down 

document provides some insight into 

the Tax and Legal quality initiatives and 

processes in place at the firm

TO BE THE BENCHMARK FOR QUALITY 
AND INTEGRITY

OBJECTIVE

• Set the standard for the profession in terms of integrity and quality.

• Embed ethical decision making and behaviours.

• Close co-operation and continuous engagement with regulators.

CURRENT YEAR ACHIEVEMENTS & MILESTONES

• Formation of Audit & Assurance Quality Council and independently chaired Risk, Quality 

and Compliance committee to focus on audit quality initiatives (refer Audit Quality report 

back)

• Implementation of risk and quality interventions and developments (refer to Audit 

Quality report back, Advisory Quality report back, Tax Quality report back & 

Acknowledging and Addressing our past issues).

• Audit quality interventions and process enhancements (refer to Audit Quality 

report back & Acknowledging and Addressing our Past Issues).

• Establishing Ethics Office and processes (refer to Governance Report  

– Ethical culture).

LOOKING FORWARD

• Continued co-operation with ongoing investigations and inquiries.

• Complete implementation of remedial and turnaround actions.

• Readmission by key stakeholders.

• Improved professional relationship with regulators.
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TO RETAIN AND GROW  
OUR CLIENT BASE TO ENGAGE AND EMPOWER OUR PEOPLE

OBJECTIVE

• Client-centricity, with a ‘public interest’ lens.

• Multi-disciplinary collaboration within regulatory 

frameworks.

• Technological innovation and sector expertise 

through global connectivity.

• Growth of clients in Mandatory Audit Firm Rotation 

environment.

CURRENT YEAR ACHIEVEMENTS  
& MILESTONES

• Intensive engagement programmes with clients.

• Retention of majority of client base and key client  

re-appointments.

• Revitalised role of client services team.

LOOKING FORWARD

• Client and market communication, engagement and 

branding programmes.

• Drive lead partner, priority account and sector 

programmes.

• Enhanced pursuits capability.

OBJECTIVE

• Attract, motivate and retain key talent.

• Develop pipeline of inclusive leaders who will contribute to our public interest 

objectives.

• Embrace diversity, transformation and inclusion.

CURRENT YEAR ACHIEVEMENTS & MILESTONES

• Intensive engagement with colleagues (refer to Our Culture and Values).

• Introduction of new remuneration philosophy and improved alignment of 

salaries to market norms (refer to Our Remuneration Model).

• Redesigned performance development process (refer to Our 

Remuneration Model).

‘Employee engagement’ describes the extent 

to which our people are motivated to contribute 

to organisational success and are willing to 

apply the discretionary effort needed to achieve 

our goals. To measure employee engagement 

we administer an annual Global People Survey 

(GPS). The GPS measures 16 categories and 

each category comprises a series of items 

which our colleagues respond to on a 5-point 

rating scale. The employee engagement index is 

one of these categories.

67%

2018 Global People Survey 
employee engagement index 

for KPMG SA:
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In 2018, we updated our engagement index to include a broader 

set of metrics that better reflect what our people find important 

in today’s world of work. Our new engagement index now 

includes energy and enablement related items to ensure a 

more robust predictor of business performance (see below). 

Our engagement index is a percentage score made up of a 

combination of items covering a broader view of engagement. 

These items fit within the following domains:

• Engaged - Rational, emotional and behavioural attachment to 

the company

• Enabled - A local work environment that supports 

productivity and performance

• Energised - Individual physical, interpersonal and emotional 

well-being at work

The questions across the evolved engagement index are more 

relevant to our Global Talent Strategy and People agenda enabling 

better monitoring and measurement of success. More specifically, 

the evolved index is better aligned to People Experience through 

incorporating the measurement of ‘Enablement’. In addition to 

our engagement index, we will track and report on a number of 

specific items in the following strategic areas in future people 

surveys. Our targets in these areas have been set using a global 

methodology that is used across the network:

• Leadership and governance

• Culture and transformation

• Quality and integrity

Retention

Over the year, the headcount of the firm has reduced from 3 298 to 2 317. This has been 

a result of generally higher levels of attrition, given the events of the last year, but also 

the deliberate action taken by the firm, and announced publicly last June, to reshape our 

business in line with current levels of market permission. During the year, the firm has 

also recruited almost 500 new professionals to ensure we are appropriately resourced 

with the necessary specialist skills to serve our clients.

Development

2018 (Training hours) 2017 (Training hours)

Partners 9 137 7 677

Professional colleagues 175 598 130 121

Support colleagues 1 607 491

Infrastructure colleagues 4 994 5 162

2018 SAICA Pass Rate

APC

ITC (1st attempt)

LOOKING FORWARD

• People engagement strategy enhancement, including introduction of quarterly pulse 

surveys to assess levels of engagement more regularly (currently annual).

• Launch of new top talent strategy.

• Implement revised remuneration incentive and benefits programme.

• Introduction of People Leader model to strengthen line management capability 

across the firm.

National Average

80%

78%

86%

84%

KPMG

To Engage and Empower Our People cont.
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TO GET THE OPERATIONAL 
BASICS RIGHT

OBJECTIVE

• Implement a world-class infrastructure and support 

operation.

• Sustainable, profitable growth and financial 

performance.

CURRENT YEAR ACHIEVEMENTS  
& MILESTONES

• Firm reshaping implemented and 5-year business 

plan in place.

• Implemented ERP systems integration 

upgrade (Refer to Governance Report - 

Technology and information).

• Further centralisation and streamlining of support 

services.

LOOKING FORWARD

• Improved reporting and monitoring, core operational 

systems and procurement.

• Increase profit per partner and working capital ratios.

• Right-size infrastructure to operations.

TO WORK COLLABORATIVELY TO 
INTEGRATE SOUTHERN AFRICA

OBJECTIVE

• An integrated Southern Africa practice.

CURRENT YEAR ACHIEVEMENTS & MILESTONES

• Regional support and co-ordinated market activities.

LOOKING FORWARD

• Design an integrated legal and governance structure for all the Southern Africa 

practices.

• Develop centralised strategic leadership, go to market initiatives, mobility of 

resources and shared services.

KPMG Southern Africa comprises eight countries, including separate 

practices in South Africa, Namibia, Botswana, Zambia and Swaziland that 

are managed in aggregate, and independent practices under licence to 

South Africa in Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Mauritius.

We are progressively moving towards integration of the Southern Africa 

region towards centralised strategic leadership, go to market initiatives, 

mobility of resources and shared services. 
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 1 KPMG is helping clients respond and digitally transform their businesses to navigate the 

relentless waves of change, to create more future-ready business and operating models. 

Our teams bring deep insights across critical sector, functional and regulatory areas, 

combined with leading-edge innovation to deliver trusted solutions that provide greater 

value to our clients. 

 This focus is underpinned by the largest investment programme in our history. In the 

coming years the KPMG network of firms globally will invest more than US$4 billion to 

develop and build new business and technology-based solutions, to hire new tech talent 

and to radically change our delivery networks in order to provide higher-value insight and 

solutions to our clients. These interventions will be designed to help our clients connect, 

power and protect their business for the future. Working with clients on their digital 

transformation journey goes beyond technology; proven methods and experience as 

well as industry expertise and a global mindset are equally important to drive change that 

delivers true value.

 2 Our KPMG Clara smart audit platform is being deployed globally to enable enhanced 

client engagement, real-time communication, advanced insights through faster access 

to data and greater transparency into the audit process. KPMG Clara enables us to 

incorporate new technologies, such as artificial intelligence, predictive analytics, machine 

learning and cognitive technologies - as they emerge and mature.

2018 KPMG Global Review 

TO LEVERAGE GLOBAL INNOVATION AND INVESTMENT

OBJECTIVE

• Support and provide solutions for our clients’ digital and 

technology transformation journeys.

• Leverage innovative and relevant technology in our solutions.

CURRENT YEAR ACHIEVEMENTS  
& MILESTONES

• KPMG Global business and technology-based solutions 

research and development1.

• Continued data and analytics drive and cyber capability 

development.

• Audit automation and collaboration tools roll out. 

• KPMG Clara is being piloted during 2019 and rolled out in 

20202.

(Refer to Governance Report – Technology and 

information)

LOOKING FORWARD

• Leverage global investment in solutions and access to 

specialists.

• Deploy innovative business and technology-based solutions 

and support services into Southern African market.
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FEEDBACK AND 
SUGGESTIONS
Your feedback, comments and 

suggestions are important to us in order 

to ensure that we are meeting your 

reporting and disclosure expectations. 

This is our first Integrated Report and 

we welcome your feedback. Your 

suggestions will help us to improve 

our future reports. Please contact me 

directly on +27 (0) 11 647 7111 or at 

mark.hoffman@kpmg.co.za

Mark Hoffman

Partner, Accounting Advisory 
Services & Integrated Reporting

OUTLOOK AND WHEN WE REPORT AGAIN
Our focus going forward is to continue relentlessly with the stabilisation and renewal process we have 

started in order to provide a solid foundation upon which to rebuild and grow the firm. Much work remains 

in continuing to participate and co-operate in all inquiries and investigations and, most importantly, complete 

and embed all remediation initiatives to be able to demonstrate clearly improvements and change. 

We will continue to engage intensively with all of our stakeholders to rebuild trust and demonstrate our 

commitment to working in the public interest through our quality and integrity focus. Part of this is our 

continued commitment to transparency through our public reporting and communications to enable our 

stakeholders to assess whether we remain accountable and on track.

Most importantly, we need to execute and deliver against our strategy and be able to demonstrate that we 

are implementing the changes to which we have committed and that we are moving towards becoming a 

firm that truly has public interest and professionalism at the heart of everything it does. As we rebuild the 

firm, we will seize the opportunity to differentiate ourselves through transformation and agility to market 

developments and needs. We, ultimately, want to grow the firm and play a key role in helping to create a 

positive future for South Africa and the accounting profession, with public interest, quality and integrity at 

the centre of everything we do. In doing this, we will continue to develop our leadership and governance 

capability and processes to meet the demands of a professional services firm and inculcate a culture that 

drives this. 

When we report again, we are confident that we will be able to demonstrate the outcomes and 

improvements brought about by the changes we have made in the firm. As we develop our reporting and 

monitoring processes, we will supplement our Integrated Report with an Audit Quality Transparency Report 

that will focus on our audit quality initiatives and performance.
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KPMG INTERNATIONAL INVESTIGATION AND 
FINDINGS – GUPTA ENTITIES & SARS WORK
In response to widely-reported allegations and public concern raised with 


respect to the work of KPMG South Africa for Gupta family-owned South 


African businesses, as well as work performed in preparing a report for SARS 


in 2014-15, KPMG International conducted a comprehensive investigation with 


the support of external lawyers.


KEY FINDINGS OF INVESTIGATION
The key findings arising from the Investigation were:


• KPMG South Africa should have ceased providing services to the Guptas 


much earlier than it did.


• Audit work for the Gupta entities, in certain instances, fell well short of the 


quality expected.


• No KPMG South Africa partner should have attended the Gupta Wedding in 


2013. 


• SARS should no longer rely on the executive summary of the SARS report, 


which refers to conclusions, recommendations and legal opinions.


The following independent inquiries have also been instituted:


IRBA investigations


• IRBA initiated investigations into various engagements carried out by the 


firm in respect of the Guptas and, the SARS Report.


• The investigations are ongoing and are largely focused on the individual 


registered auditors responsible for the respective engagements. 


Ntsebeza Inquiry


• On 2 November 2017, the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants 


(SAICA) established an inquiry under the leadership of Advocate Dumisa 


Ntsebeza SC. The terms of reference were set independently of KPMG 


South Africa and KPMG International.


• The Ntsebeza Inquiry released its findings to SAICA in December 2018; we 


have not yet seen a copy of its report.


We have also committed to make a submission to the Zondo Commission of 


Inquiry into ‘State Capture’, if called upon to do so.


KPMG South Africa remains committed to co-operating fully with the ongoing 


inquiries and investigations. While we have already taken extensive steps 


to address issues concerning the firm, we are committed to making further 


changes should these inquiries identify matters which have not already been 


addressed.


Acknowledging and Addressing our Past Issues
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SOME KEY LESSONS LEARNT 
We have already reflected and acted on some key lessons learnt:


• Auditors and professional advisors can never forget that they have a 


responsibility to serve the public interest alongside the duties owed to their 


clients. This acknowledgement should be embedded in the culture of our 


firm, be explicit in all our conversations and reflected in the way we define 


success and how we measure and reward performance.


• In performing our role as auditors and advisors, we need to be more closely 


attuned to our economic, social and political operating environment and the 


needs, interests and expectations of all our stakeholders.


• As auditors and professional advisors, we should never lose sight of 


the critical importance of professional scepticism, both in accepting and 


performing our audit and advisory engagements.


• In an environment where there are increased expectations of transparency 


and accountability, the governance of the historically owner-managed 


professional services firms can benefit from independent oversight and input 


to support alignment with the public interest 


VBS MUTUAL BANK
One of our audit clients, VBS Mutual Bank, was placed under curatorship in 


March 2018 and into liquidation in November 2018. In late March 2018, KPMG 


learned, via a whistleblower, of a serious allegation concerning the audit partner 


who signed the VBS audit opinion. The firm immediately appointed external 


counsel to lead an investigation into the allegations and the audit partner was 


suspended. Based on information revealed by the independent investigation, 


KPMG South Africa suspended a second audit partner, not involved in the VBS 


audit, and swiftly moved to commence disciplinary proceedings against both 


partners. Before these proceedings concluded, the two partners tendered their 


resignations. The disciplinary charges in both cases rested on conduct issues: 


the two partners failed to disclose relevant financial and business interests to 


the firm.


The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) published the report from the forensic 


investigation commissioned by the SARB into the affairs of VBS Mutual Bank 


during October 2018. We fully co-operated with the SARB investigation and 


provided extensive information to support their process. We recognised the 


seriousness of the issues contained in the report and are committed to co-


operating with any further investigations undertaken by the authorities or 


judicial bodies that flow from this report. Although the report alleged serious 


misconduct by the abovementioned former partner of the firm, there was no 


suggestion of criminal wrongdoing by the firm. The firm disassociates itself 


from the behavior of this individual partner and has referred the matter to the 


Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation (The Hawks). IRBA has also initiated 


an ongoing investigation into this matter.


The last audit we performed for VBS Bank was for its March year end in 


2017, which pre-dated the implementation of the significant Audit Quality and 


Risk Management improvement actions taken by KPMG South Africa since 


September 2017. We have implemented significant changes and continue to 


look for ways to constantly improve the quality of our work.


Key lessons learnt from this experience include a need to:


• Further enhance our ability to identify and respond to risk issues timeously; 


• Ensure that we have an even more robust and regular process to verify 


independence and compliance declarations that are disclosed to the firm by 


partners and staff; and 


• Make profound changes to our culture by enhancing our ethics and 


increasing the ability of our teams to report issues as these emerge, without 


any fear or favour.
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Governance Report
GOVERNANCE AT KPMG SOUTH AFRICA
This governance report has been prepared to provide our stakeholders with 


insight into our governance principles, structures, practices and outcomes. 


It forms part of our Annual Integrated Report and has been prepared in line 


with the disclosure requirements of King IVTM. As our governance structures 


and processes mature, we will be able to further develop and enhance our 


disclosures.


ETHICAL CULTURE
The need for clarity on what ethics means for a professional services firm and 


its people has, arguably, never been greater. The esteem and level of trust in 


which the profession is held by society has been eroded in recent years. While 


we do not believe that all of our past issues can be linked directly to our ethical 


culture, we acknowledge that there is a need to revisit and consider our ethical 


culture constantly, especially after recent events. We have undertaken a number 


of initiatives to confirm what ethical behaviour really means and to ensure it 


is embedded in the culture of our firm. ‘Culture’ is explained in King IV™ as 


the way that we do things, even when no one is looking. When a culture has 


become an ethical one, behaviour is self-correcting, and that is our ultimate aim.


The KPMG Global Code of Conduct has recently been modernised to a shorter 


and more principles-based code, with an expanded focus on what acting in the 


public interest really means to us. This Code was rolled out to all partners and 


colleagues during 2018 as part of our ‘Acting with integrity’ training.


During the year, extensive engagements with partners and colleagues have 


taken place to discuss the meaning of ethical conduct and how to embed this 


in the way we work. Key themes emerging from these engagements have 


included:


• Understanding the public interest duties of an audit and professional services 


firm that enable it to promote the just and efficient functioning of the broader 


South African community;


• Linking ethics to the virtues of professionalism, including independence, 


objectivity, integrity and scepticism;


• Acting in the public interest first, and performing a guardian role before 


considering the client service and commercial success aspects of an 


engagement;


• Ensuring personal and collective accountability within often large and diverse 


audit and project teams; and


• Aligning ‘living our values’ to our ethical conduct.


The changes required do not pertain as much to the content of our Code, or 


the focus of our values as to re-emphasising to our people the explicit need to 


always act in the public interest, always putting ethics and quality first and the 


‘pause for thought’ that is required in making ethical decisions.
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We continue to further embed ethics into our culture. This has been facilitated 


across many initiatives and actions, including:


• ‘Tone at the top’ being reflected in conversations regarding the ethical culture 


and the public interest focus we are adopting as a firm;


• Structural changes being made, including establishing the Public Interest, 


Social and Ethics Committee, appointing a Chief Ethics Officer, who reports 


to the Country Risk Management Partner, and establishing an Ethics Office;


• Identifying ethics and behavioural risks and opportunities within our firm, and 


assessing the strengths and weaknesses of our ethical climate;


• Implementing an advocacy and awareness programme, including training, 


workshops, background, integrity and compliance checks of all partners, and 


a ‘Speak Up’ programme during the year, as well as informal ‘Ethics Cafés’, 


which allow colleagues to critically engage with ethics-related concerns; and


• Making use of additional resources, including an ‘Ethics Helpdesk’ or ‘Advice 


Line’ for colleagues at all levels who require advice or support in resolving 


ethical dilemmas.


These initiatives are supplemented by established processes, such as:


• Local and global whistle-blowing hotlines and processes, including monitoring 


thereof by the Public Interest, Social and Ethics Committee;


• Annual declaration processes and training, including continuing professional 


development requirements, and enhancing our policies on sanctions for non-


compliance; and


• Ongoing culture and ethics assessment, including our annual global people 


surveys.


Ethics is considered so critical and pervasive to our business and profession that 


it will be an area that is continuously reviewed, monitored and aligned with our 


operating context and circumstances. Future focus areas include:


• Conducting continued culture and ethics assessments, including exploring 


people’s beliefs, risk areas that expose the firm, professional developments, 


surveys and potential independent external assessment;


• Providing more clarity and specific guidance in our Code of Conduct, 


especially in areas particular to the South African operating context;


• Embedding and institutionalising our Code of Conduct through further 


engagement, communications and training, including establishing a network 


of ethics champions in different Business Units and regions;


• Enhancing management and monitoring processes, including reporting and 


feedback mechanisms; and


• Linking ethical behaviour to our remuneration incentives, as well as clarified 


sanctions for unethical behaviour.


RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP
All KPMG firms strive to support and strengthen the societies in which they 


operate around the world, and the prospects of those who live within them, 


through work delivered to the highest ethical and professional standards. KPMG 


South Africa aspires to serve as a business leader and a guardian of the public 


interest by leveraging its skills and knowledge for the benefit of the audit, tax 


and advisory profession, its people, business clients and society. 


This commitment is borne out by the revitalised focus on public interest, quality 


and ethics in our strategy and culture. We are guided by the concept of shared 


value, which we consider fundamental to rebuilding trust and earning our licence 


to operate. We see our services and solutions contributing to the economy, 


societal value and public interest through the concept of shared value.
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Our commitment to serving the public interest cuts across the following key 


areas of corporate citizenship:


• Workplace – our people (refer to page 41)


• Society – public interest and corporate social investment (refer to page 20)


• Economy – helping to drive SA Inc. economy to growth and success (refer to 


page 7)


• Environment – green economic initiatives and services (refer to page 19)


Our commitment to serving the public interest is integrated in our business 


as it is about delivering work to the highest ethical, professional and societal 


standards and expectations, but also encompasses caring about, and 


contributing to, the communities in which we live and work.


We recognise that our own success is intertwined with operating within a 


healthy environment and, therefore, we seek to contribute to transforming 


our societies in a sustainable way — by leveraging responsibly the social 


investments and resources of the firm, including skills, talents, infrastructure 


and networks. 


As well as providing R47.8 million Public Interest Funding to Education and Anti-


corruption initiatives and organisations, following our undertaking to donate the 


R47.8 million in fees KPMG South Africa received from work on Gupta-related 


entities, we are focusing our long-term corporate citizenship strategy on SMME 


Development, Pro Bono Services and Employee Volunteerism. 


Our corporate citizenship activities have enabled us to engage with a number 


of civil society groups to better understand the needs and expectations of 


corporate South Africa and the professional services industry. Through this 


engagement process, we aspire to focus our programmes on high-impact 


initiatives and integrate such activities into our business model and core strategy 


in a co-ordinated manner. This means making corporate citizenship part of the 


way we do business. The Public Interest, Social and Ethics Committee has 


oversight responsibility for corporate citizenship initiatives and activities at 


KPMG South Africa (refer to page xiii). 


VALUE CREATION AND REPORTING
As mentioned in the previous section, our concept of value creation is 


increasingly shifting to shared value through our public interest focus. While we 


need to be financially sustainable and provide financial returns for our partners 


and colleagues, it is becoming increasingly important for our professionals to be 


seen to serve the public interest as well.


To this end, our strategy is being increasingly aligned to professionalism in 


serving the public interest, underpinned by uncompromising integrity and quality.


Part of serving the public interest is a commitment to engagement, transparency 


and accountability. Consequently, we have committed to a portfolio of external 


reporting driven by:


• The King IV™ Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016 (King 


IV™); and the


• International Integrated Reporting Committee (IIRC) <IR> Framework.


Part of our approach to being a transparent and accountable organisation 


is to report publicly. Our approach to this is described in the INTEGRATED 


REPORTING AT KPMG SOUTH AFRICA section of this report on page 8.
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POLICY BOARD COMPOSITION, 
STRUCTURE AND REPORT BACK
Given our commitment to ethical and effective leadership, it 


is vital that our governance structures and processes reflect 


good governance and are aligned to drive our purpose, 


vision and strategy. Our Policy Board Charter and sub-


committee objectives, terms of reference, work plans and 


reporting have undergone a thorough review by the Policy 


Board to ensure that these are aligned with the principles of 


King IV™ and our operating context.


Our governance model seeks to ensure that our Policy 


Board, in consultation with the Executive Committee (Exco), 


sets the strategic direction of the firm effectively and that 


it maintains adequate, independent oversight of strategy 


execution through close monitoring of performance and the 


control environment. 


The Policy Board is supported by a number of sub-


committees focused on key functional governance areas 


of the business. Exco reports into the Policy Board and 


has two directors that sit on the Policy Board, as well as a 


number of invitees to ensure sufficient engagement and 


discussion at Policy Board level.


KPMG International has observers who participate at the 


Policy Board and has nominated KPMG partners from 


elsewhere in the network to hold positions on the Exco. 


They bring specialist skillsets and diversity to the leadership 


team, support best practice, greater connectivity with the 


rest of the network and a wealth of experience.


# The duties of the Remuneration & Nominations Committee were previously 
fulfilled by the entire Policy Board and will revert to a sub-committee in 2019


* Following the temporary designation of our Chairman to an executive 
position, we have appointed a Lead Independent Director and only one 
other director from the Executive Committee sits on the Policy Board whilst 
we await the incoming CEO designate. 


Public Interest,  
Social & Ethics Committee


Executive Committee (Exco)


Policy Board (Board)#


Transformation Oversight 
Committee


Risk, Quality & Compliance 
Committee


Combined Assurance  
& Reporting Committee


Remuneration & Nominations 
Committee#


• Chief Executive Officer


• Chief Operating Officer


•  Country Risk Management Partner


• Head of Audit


• Head of Tax


• Head of Advisory


• Head of People


• Head of Clients & Markets


• Head of Transformation & Citizenship


• Executive Chairman*


• Independent Non-Executive Lead Director*


• 2* Directors from the Executive Committee


• Elected Firm Directors
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THE POLICY BOARD AT 28 FEBRUARY 2019 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AT 28 FEBRUARY 2019


Prof. Wiseman 
Nkuhlu 


Executive Chairman


Prof. Wiseman 
Nkuhlu  


Executive Chairman


Nosisa Fubu 
Head of Clients & 


Markets


Gavin de Lange 
Chief Operating Officer


Jan Vliegenthart 
Country Risk 


Management Partner


Joubert Botha 
Head of Tax


Rachel Campbell 
Head of People


Mritunjay Kapur 
Head of Advisory


Ed Belstead 
Cape Town  


Managing Partner


Ugen Moodley 
Durban  


Managing Partner


Makgotso Letsitsi 
Head of Transformation 


& Citizenship


Gary Pickering 
Head of Audit


Gavin de Lange 
Exco director


Mohammed 
Hassan 


Elected director


Ansie Ramalho 
Independent non-


executive lead director


Devon Duffield 
Elected director


Joelene Pierce 
Elected director


Zola Beseti
Elected director


Pierre L Fourie 
Elected director
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COMPANY BOARD STRUCTURE
KPMG Inc. and KPMG Services Proprietary Limited each has a Policy Board 


constituted in terms of their memoranda of incorporation. The Policy Board is a 


committee of the Board of Directors and all authority of the Board of Directors 


has been delegated, without abdicating responsibility, to the Policy Board. 


The Policy Board of both entities sits co-timeously as they comprise the same 


members and consider issues common to both entities. When matters arise 


that are specific to one entity, then the respective Policy Board of that entity will 


deliberate and decide on its particular matter. Only the Policy Board members 


who are directors in respect of such entity will vote in respect of such matter. 


For ease of understanding, references to Board or Policy Board refer to the 


Policy Board of both entities.


POLICY BOARD COMPOSITION
Uniquely for our profession in South Africa, our Policy Board composition has 


been enhanced by including two independent non-executive directors and by 


having only two executive directors from the Executive Committee (Exco), 


thereby enhancing the ability for oversight.


Our elected directors were voted in by our shareholders. Representation of Exco 


members on the Policy Board is restricted to our Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 


(currently our Executive Chairman) and Chief Operating Officer (COO), in line 


with the recommendations of King IV™. The  Country Risk Management Partner 


and General Counsel (GC) are in attendance as invitees at Policy Board meetings 


for report back on functional areas. 


We are particularly proud of the high calibre and experienced independent non-


executive Chairman, Professor Wiseman Nkuhlu, and independent director, 


Ansie Ramalho, that we have appointed to the Policy Board, and who provide 


independent challenge and oversight. 


We are also delighted to welcome our newly nominated CEO designate, 


Ignatius Sehoole, who will join the Policy Board on 1 May 2019. Ignatius is 


a Chartered Accountant with extensive experience in the profession having 


previously served as the CEO of the South African Institute of Chartered 


Accountants (SAICA), held senior positions in a professional services firm, 


as well as numerous non-executive directorships on Boards of South African 


businesses.


Our previous CEO, Nhlamulo Dlomu, provided excellent leadership and direction 


for the firm during a tumultuous period and has left the firm in a stabilised and 


renewed state. Nhlamulo resigned from the Policy Board on 14 November 2018 


and will be taking up a senior position with KPMG International.


Following the temporary designation of our Chairman to an executive 


position (whilst we wait for the incoming CEO to join us), we have appointed 


Ansie Ramalho as our Lead Independent Director in accordance with the 


recommendations of King IV™, so as to manage appropriately any conflicts of 


interests that may arise. Whilst the Executive Chairman designation is in place 


there is only one executive director from Exco on the Policy Board.


We are pursuing the appointment of additional independent non-executive 


directors to bolster the extent of independent scrutiny at Policy Board and sub-


committee levels. We are also delighted to welcome Professor Ben Marx to our 


leadership team. Professor Marx was appointed as an Independent Chair of the 


Risk, Quality and Compliance Committee on 1 November 2018. He has a wealth 


of experience in the accounting and auditing profession, from an academic and 


practical application perspective and will bring an independent and challenging 


approach to this sub-committee.


In addition, certain KPMG partners from across the international network have 


been assigned to the Policy Board in an observer capacity to further strengthen 


the leadership capability available to the South African firm.
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Succession planning of the Policy Board and Exco will be considered and 


planned, taking into account the rotational roles of KPMG partners on 


secondment from elsewhere in the network and further transformation of our 


leadership team.


The Policy Board is considered to have an appropriate mix of knowledge, 


experience, diversity and independence, but more will be done to improve 


gender and race representation to reflect the demographics of South Africa and 


to create more independent directorships.


POLICY BOARD CHARTER AND EFFECTIVENESS
Given our commitment to ethical and effective leadership, it is vital that our 


governance structures and processes reflect good governance and are aligned 


to drive our purpose, vision and strategy. Our Policy Board Charter and sub-


committee objectives, terms of reference, work plans and reporting have 


undergone a thorough review by the Policy Board to ensure that these are 


aligned with the principles of King IV™, the relevant governance functional areas 


and our operating context.


Given the importance of remuneration and nominations in terms of driving our 


strategy and behaviours, the Policy Board has resolved to delegate to a separate 


Remuneration and Nominations Committee that will focus on this functional 


area in 2019. The Policy Board has also approved the formation of a separate 


Audit Quality sub-committee with specific terms of reference focused on audit 


quality in 2019.


A comprehensive report on the activities of the Policy Board and its sub-


committees has been provided in the sections that follow. The report describes 


current year developments and achievements, as well as future focus areas.


The Policy Board is satisfied that to the best of its knowledge and abilities 


it has substantially satisfied and fulfilled its responsibilities in accordance 


with its charter and that the sub-committees have substantially fulfilled their 


responsibilities in their terms of reference.


As this was the first year of operation for the newly constituted Policy Board 


— and there are ongoing efforts to enhance the functionality of the Policy 


Board and related governance processes — a formal evaluation of Policy 


Board effectiveness has not been conducted. Consideration will be given to 


establishing a Policy Board effectiveness and Policy Board member performance 


evaluation programme in the near future.


Our Company Secretary, Essop Sather was appointed on 1 July 2018 from 


outside of the firm. Essop has 35 years of experience as a Company Secretary 


working with JSE Listed and private equity companies and brings a professional 


approach to the company secretarial function. There was no formal evaluation 


of the performance and independence of this function due to his recent 


appointment during the period.


The application of recommended practices and achievement of the principles 


contained in King IV™ are being continuously evaluated and considered by the 


Policy Board for improvement and developmental areas.


The King IV™ disclosure requirements have been adopted to reflect our 


commitment to transparency and accountability.
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POLICY BOARD REPORT BACK


Policy Board and sub-committee meeting attendance for the year ended 30 September 2018


Policy Board


Combined 
Assurance 


& Reporting 
Committee


Risk, Quality 
& Compliance 


Committee


Public Interest, 
Social & Ethics 


Committee


Transformation 
Oversight 


Committee


Scheduled Special


Total number of meetings held during the year 4 22 4 5 9 5


Chairperson Prof W Nkuhlu# Z Beseti D Duffield^ A Ramalho J Pierce


Actual attendance/possible maximum attendance of meetings* year ended 30 September 2018:


Prof Wiseman Nkuhlu (appointed 1 March 2018) 3/4 13/15 3/5


Ansie Ramalho (appointed 1 March 2018) 3/4 13/15 4/5 9/9 4/5


Nhlamulo Dlomu (resigned 14 November 2018) 3/4 20/22


Gavin De Lange 4/4 22/22


Zola Beseti 4/4 21/22 4/4 2/3


Yusuf Abed (resigned 15 July 2018) 2/2 15/17 1/1


Devon Duffield 4/4 21/22 5/5


Pierre Fourie 4/4 20/22 4/4 4/5


Mohammed Hassan 3/4 21/22 4/5


Joelene Pierce 4/4 22/22 6/9 5/5


Lance September (resigned 18 December 2018) 3/4 22/22 3/5 3/5


Neo Shabalala (resigned  31 July 2018) 1/2 11/17 1/1


# Pierre Fourie acted as interim Chairman from 27 November 2017 to 28 February 2018.


* Attendance by appointed members of sub-committees and excludes invitee attendance by other directors.


^ Professor Ben Marx was appointed as an Independent Chair of the Risk, Quality & Compliance Committee on 1 November 2018.
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Functional Area Oversight Objective Report Back Future Focus Areas


• Strategy
• Ethics
• Performance & Quality Management
• Stakeholder Engagement
• Reporting and Communication
• Remuneration*
• Policy Board Composition* 
• Policy Board Effectiveness*
• Appeals*


* These functional areas will be assumed 
by the Remuneration & Nominations 
Committee to be formed.


To provide a leadership role to KPMG South 
Africa by steering the firm and setting its 
strategic direction, approving policy and planning 
to give effect to the purpose and vision of the 
firm, overseeing and monitoring implementation 
and execution of strategy and planning, and 
ensuring accountability for performance by 
means of inter alia reporting and disclosure. The 
Policy Board is assisted by its sub-committees 
in overseeing the various governance functional 
areas, but remains responsible and accountable 
primarily. Ultimately, the Policy Board will strive 
to achieve the following outcomes aligned with 
King IV™:


• Ethical culture


• Good performance


• Effective control


• Legitimacy


The entire Policy Board fulfils duties pertaining to 
remuneration, nomination and appeals as follows:


• To assess and approve the remuneration 
philosophy and policies of the firm to ensure 
that we attract and retain partners and 
colleagues of the right calibre and skills and 
to motivate them to achieve exceptional 
performance that is aligned with our strategic 
priorities and vision.


• To oversee the composition and appointments 
to the Policy Board from a capability and 
diversity perspective, including Policy Board 
effectiveness reviews and succession 
planning.


• Made extensive effort to set up new 
governance structures, charters, 
terms of reference and work plans, 
as well as membership of sub-
committees.


• The extent of special meetings was 
due the extraordinary circumstances 
in which the firm found itself, and the 
resultant issues with which the Policy 
Board had to deal. 


• Oversaw the investigation 
process, root cause analysis, and 
remedial plan development and 
implementation.


• Reviewed internal and external 
reporting and communication 
to ensure adequate monitoring, 
accountability and transparency.


• Oversaw the business plan, including 
financial and resource sustainability. 


• Oversaw strategy development 
and key performance indicators 
alignment.


• The Policy Board met twice during 
the year to fulfil its responsibilities 
in relation to nomination and 
remuneration matters


• Reviewed and approved the new 
remuneration model for partners, 
aligned with strategy and key 
performance indicators and 
incorporating quality and values-
driven behaviours.


• Increase focus on overseeing 
effective implementation of 
strategy.


• Oversee implementation 
and performance against 
business plan.


• Enhance governance 
processes and functionality 
through streamlined work 
plans, reporting and decision-
making frameworks.


• Enhance internal and 
external reporting and 
communication processes 
aligned to strategy. 


• Improve stakeholder 
engagement framework and 
processes.


• Further develop required 
policies and oversight 
monitoring mechanisms.


• Rebuild trust — within the 
firm and externally — to 
position the firm for growth 
into the future.


POLICY BOARD


Members
• Prof. Wiseman Nkuhlu (Chair)


• Ansie Ramalho


• Zola Beseti


• Gavin de Lange


• Devon Duffield


• Pierre Fourie


• Mohammed Hassan


• Joelene Pierce


Invitees
• Garry Stanier


• Jan Vliegenthart


• Paul Daly


Number of Meetings
• Scheduled – 4


• Special – 22
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Functional Area Oversight Objective Report Back Future Focus Areas


• Reporting


• Combined Assurance


To direct and oversee that combined 
assurance (consisting of the various 
assurance functions and services) results 
in an effective control environment and the 
integrity of internal and external reporting, 
including oversight of the quality and 
effectiveness of the financial and integrated 
reporting of the firm, finance function, 
external audit, internal audit and systems of 
internal controls.


• Oversaw the 2017 and 2018 annual 
financial statements in light of the 
then-current situation and carefully 
considered the business plan and 
going-concern matters.


• Closely monitored the ERP systems 
upgrade and associated controls, 
including increased scope of external 
assurance on integrity of transition.


• Deliberated the development of a 
combined assurance framework and 
held initial reviews and discussions. 


• Oversaw and reviewed the Baseline 
Report and Annual Integrated Report.


• Finalise combined assurance 
framework and review 
implementation plan, scoping 
and initial findings on control 
environment self-assessment.


• Review and align committee 
agenda and processes 
to ongoing mandate and 
responsibilities.


COMBINED ASSURANCE & REPORTING COMMITTEE


Members
• Zola Beseti (Chair)


• Pierre Fourie


• Edson Magondo


• Modise Maseng


Invitees
• Prof. Wiseman Nkuhlu


• Gavin de Lange


• Garry Stanier


• Prof. Ben Marx


Number of Meetings
• 4
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Functional Area Oversight Objective Report Back Future Focus Areas


• Quality 


• Risk & Opportunity 


• Technology & Information


• Regulatory Compliance


To direct and oversee that enterprise–wide 
risk is managed in a way that supports 
KPMG in setting and achieving its strategic 
objectives, including oversight of quality 
standards and oversight of our compliance 
with applicable laws and non-binding rules, 
codes and standards. 


• Oversaw internal and external 
investigations, root cause analysis 
and remediation plan development.


• Oversaw client and engagement 
continuation and acceptance 
process improvements. Engaged 
extensively with the Audit Quality 
Control Council on audit quality 
control improvements, interventions, 
monitoring of audit quality indicators, 
external inspections and audit quality 
transparency reporting.


• Monitored and provided input to 
the development of enterprise risk 
management policy and framework.


• Oversaw development of the 
strategic risk heat map, together 
with inherent risk assessments, key 
control assessment, residual risk 
assessment and risk mitigation plans.


• Provide continued oversight and 
support of external investigations 
and root cause analysis, together 
with remedial actions.


• Oversee implementation of audit 
quality plan and engagement 
with regulator.


• Oversee Tax and Advisory quality 
improvement and monitoring 
activities.


• Integrate Enterprise Risk 
Management and Combined 
Assurance processes to defined 
risk appetite and management 
processes.


RISK, QUALITY & COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE


Members
• Prof. Ben Marx (Chair)


• Pierre Fourie


• Ansie Ramalho


• Devon Duffield


Invitees
• Prof. Wiseman Nkuhlu


• Jan Vliegenthart


• Dr Kerry Jenkins


• Functional Risk Heads


Number of Meetings
• 5
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Functional Area Oversight Objective Report Back Future Focus Areas


• Corporate Citizenship


• Ethics


• Stakeholder Engagement


To ensure that the governance outcomes of 
having an ethical culture and legitimacy are 
realised in KPMG South Africa by directing 
and overseeing:


• The cultivation of characteristics and 
conduct by members of the Policy Board 
and its committees that display integrity, 
competence, responsibility, accountability, 
fairness and transparency;


• That KPMG South Africa is an ethical 
organisation;


• That KPMG South Africa is, and is seen to 
be, a responsible corporate citizen by its 
stakeholders and the public.


Including oversight of:


• The management of stakeholder 
relationships;


• Setting the right tone on ethics and 
integrity within KPMG; 


• Ensuring that public interest, social 
and ethics activities are co-ordinated, 
communicated and addressed holistically; 


• Maintaining a culture of openness, which 
encourages people to consult and share 
problems, knowledge and experience in 
order to achieve quality work in a way 
that properly takes the public interest into 
consideration; and


• Acting as a safeguard of public interest 
by reporting significant matters of non-
compliance (where such matters have 
not, or are not, being expeditiously and 
satisfactorily addressed).


• Reviewed firm philosophy on being 
a professional services firm that is 
viewed as a responsible corporate 
citizen acting in the public interest.


• Oversaw extensive culture and 
ethics engagement programmes 
to understand fully status quo and 
barriers to desired state.


• Oversaw and directed extensive civil 
society engagements, including Civil 
Society Breakfast Dialogue session in 
February 2018.


• Oversaw process for allocation of 
R47.8 million public interest funding 
to relevant Education and Anti-
corruption organisations.


• Oversaw corporate social investment 
programmes aligned with lifelong 
learning focus. 


• Oversee development and 
embedding of desired culture 
and behaviour shifts.


• Further refinement of the 
‘safe to speak up’ protocol and 
practical guidance for ethical and 
professional behaviour.


• Further development 
of corporate citizenship 
programmes and engagement 
with civil society groups.


• Development of formal 
stakeholder engagement and 
relationship management 
framework and processes.


PUBLIC INTEREST, SOCIAL & ETHICS COMMITTEE


Members
• Ansie Ramalho (Chair)


• Joelene Pierce


• Farzanah Mall


• Dr Schalk Engelbrecht


Invitees
• Prof. Wiseman Nkuhlu


• Nosisa Fubu 


• Makgotso Letsitsi


Number of Meetings
• 9
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Functional Area Oversight Objective Report Back Future Focus Areas


• Transformation To direct and oversee the transformation 
strategy and its positive outcomes within 
KPMG South Africa, including:


• Reviewing the appropriateness and 
completeness of the Transformation 
framework, strategy and plan;


• Ensuring the Transformation strategy is in 
line with the Broad-Based Black Economic 
Empowerment Act, Employment Equity 
Act and all other relevant legislation, 
charters and codes of governance;


• Reviewing and challenging the 
appropriateness of KPMG South Africa’s 
Transformation targets; and


• Monitoring, on a regular basis, the 
progress of the firm against set targets, 
and making recommendations to the 
Policy Board for improvement.


• Initially focused on set up of 
committee structure and work 
plan and review of management 
structures and processes around 
transformation.


• Oversaw streamlining and 
reconstitution plans for National 
Transformation Committee as to 
membership and functionality.


• Liaised with Employment Equity 
Consultative Forum.


• Reviewed and gave input to the 
Employment Equity Plan, with 
finalisation of the qualitative plan and 
continued development and update 
of the quantitative plan.


• Oversaw the scorecard rating and 
verification process.


• Revitalise transformation 
strategy aligned with business 
strategy and Employment Equity 
Plan.


• Oversee development of policies 
and processes to operationalise 
transformation strategy, 
including setting targets, 
monitoring and accountability.


• Specific focus on ownership, 
management control and 
procurement aspects.


• Embed transformation into our 
culture and core strategy.


TRANSFORMATION OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE


Members
• Joelene Pierce (Chair)


• Ansie Ramalho


• Mohammed Hassan


Invitees
• Prof. Wiseman Nkuhlu


• Makgotso Letsitsi


• Zola Beseti


Number of Meetings
• 5
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GOVERNANCE FUNCTIONAL AREAS


RISK MANAGEMENT AND OPPORTUNITIES
During the year, we developed a revitalised Enterprise Risk Management 


(ERM) policy and framework. The policy and framework are aligned with 


ISO31000:2018, generally accepted good practice and the principles of King 


IVTM. The policy and framework will be rolled out to the firm incrementally, in a 


phased approach. 


Initial focus was placed on developing a strategic risk and opportunity register 


with assessment of inherent risks, consideration of mitigating actions taken 


and consideration of residual risk situation. These risks and opportunities were 


validated by the Executive Committee (Exco), Risk, Quality & Compliance 


Committee and the Policy Board and appropriate mitigation actions are being 


monitored closely on an ongoing basis (See OUR MATERIAL RISKS AND 


OPPORTUNITIES – page 30 of the Integrated Report).


Following the top-down risk assessment, a bottom-up assessment of 


operational risks and associated controls will be conducted. In addition, a review 


of risk appetite, as well as tolerance levels, will be formalised and linked through 


to our combined assurance framework (see Assurance below).


Audit quality is a key focus area and is overseen from a management 


perspective by the Audit and Assurance Quality Council, supported by a 


comprehensive audit quality framework and processes. Our Audit Quality report 


back (refer page 40) provides an overview of the management of audit quality.


Audit quality is subject to comprehensive Quality Performance Reviews and 


compliance checks, as well as external regulatory reviews. 


Aspects of the firm’s risk management processes are also reviewed as part of 


the Global Compliance Reviews conducted by KPMG International. 


Future focus areas include: fully embedding risk management in business 


processes; creating ownership of risks in the business; simplifying risk 


management so that it is understood by all our stakeholders; improving risk 


monitoring; further developing Audit Quality Indicator monitoring systems, 


developing an Audit Quality Transparency Report and ensuring appropriate 


reporting mechanisms are in place.


TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION
Information technology risks are managed in accordance with our 


comprehensive KPMG Global IT security policy and requirements that are 


aligned with ISO Standards. Local regulatory aspects are taken into account in 


our policies and processes (e.g. Protection of Personal Information Act).


The controls in place look to address key risks such as cyber-attacks, data-loss 


and business continuity. Certain controls are reviewed for compliance internally 


on an annual basis and every three years by KPMG International as part of our 


Global Compliance Review programme. The most recent reviews have not 


revealed any material deficiencies, with improvement areas noted.


We have recently implemented a new-generation ERP technology, enabling 


integrated end-to-end business process enablement i.e. Opportunity to Cash, 


Record to Report, Procure to Pay and Hire to Retire processes. Although this 


project required significant effort and change management, it is designed to 


achieve efficiencies, improve compliance and consistency, consistent and 


reliable KPI reporting and better, faster decision making.


Technology plays a pivotal part of our solutions and services to our clients 


in Audit, Tax and Advisory. Firstly, we look to integrate technology into our 


solutions and methodologies for greater efficiency and consistency and to utilise 


digitally-enabled features, such as data & analytics, robotics & automation, 


artificial intelligence and collaboration through the internet of things. Secondly, 
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our clients look to us for assurance and implementation solutions as they 


digitally-enable and evolve their business models and grapple with new 


technologies, such as Blockchain, and manage constantly evolving cyber risks.


We are fortunate to benefit from a significant amount of research and 


development on technology solutions undertaken by the KPMG Global 


network and made available for local deployment in the form of specialists, 


methodologies and tools.


Our KPMG Clara smart audit platform is being deployed globally to enable 


enhanced client engagement, real-time communication, advanced insights 


through faster access to data and greater transparency into the audit process. 


KPMG Clara enables us to incorporate new technologies, such as artificial 


intelligence, predictive analytics, machine learning and cognitive technologies - 


as they emerge and mature. KPMG Clara will be piloted in South Africa during 


2019 with roll out scheduled for 2020 year-end audits.


REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
Regulatory compliance management is overseen by the Risk Management 


department of the firm. A regulatory universe has recently been compiled in 


order to identify all applicable national legislation. Approximately 850 South 


African Acts were considered, of which 90 were considered potentially 


applicable and 28 of these were considered high priority. 


The risk universe is used as a basis to direct and guide compliance and 


monitoring activities throughout the firm, with responsibilities allocated to 


relevant owners and often covered by policy where the regulations pertain to a 


wider group of employees.


There were no apparent material regulatory breaches by the firm with penalties, 


fines or sanctions during the year ended 30 September 2018 except as follows:


During March 2018 KPMG South Africa reached a settlement with the US 


Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and paid a penalty of US$100 000 


on a matter dating from 2013 and 2014, when KPMG South Africa relied on 


audit work performed by KPMG Zimbabwe which was not registered with the 


Public Company Accounting Oversight Board  (PCAOB). Following identification 


of the matter by KPMG quality controls, KPMG South Africa reported the matter 


to the SEC in May 2016.


Various investigations relating to past professional issues are ongoing and have 


been dealt with in ACKNOWLEDGING AND ADDRESSING OUR PAST ISSUES 


on page 10 of the Integrated Report.


Further improvements in compliance and monitoring of regulatory compliance 


are being considered as part of our combined assurance initiative, including 


assurance over such processes.
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ASSURANCE
During the year, the firm initiated the development of a Combined Assurance 


model designed to ensure that:


• the risks identified by the firm are properly treated;


• adequate controls exist and operate with efficacy; and


• information used for decision making, communication or reporting is useful 


and reliable.


Implementation of the model has begun and it is envisaged that it will 


incorporate and optimise all assurance services and functions that, taken as a 


whole, enable an effective control environment. These will be effected through 


four lines of assurance that serve as oversight layers as follows:


First line of 
assurance –  
Executive


Management All levels of management, from Exco 
through to responsible partners, 
directors and managers


Second line of 
assurance – 
Functional 


Corporate Functions & 
Oversight Forums


Specialist functions, such as risk 
management, in-house legal counsel, 
company secretarial etc. 


Third line of 
assurance – 
Independent


Independent Assurance Parties that are largely independent of 
the operational activities of the firm, 
including external audit, internal audit, 
KPMGI, ISO and external regulators


Fourth line of 
assurance - 
Oversight


Oversight Structures Overarching governance oversight 
structures, primarily in the form of the 
Policy Board and its sub-committees


The documented combined assurance framework has been approved and 


is planned to be implemented in a phased approach that envisages basic 


embedding over year one to two and moving to a mature state over years two 


to three. A self-assessment of the adequacy of processes and controls will 


be undertaken to develop an appropriate assurance plan that will be used to 


implement the framework initially. 


STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND RELATIONSHIP 
MANAGEMENT
Effective engagement with our key stakeholders is essential to fully and 


genuinely understanding their expectations and concerns regarding us as a firm, 


specifically, as well as the accountancy profession in general. We need this 


understanding in order to establish credible trust levels, generate true shared 


value and remain relevant to those to whom we owe our existence.


While effective stakeholder engagement is important in the ordinary course of 


business, there is little doubt that our relationship management programme is 


now a critical aspect of our business. Historically, our stakeholder engagement 


approach has been largely focused on our clients and our people. Yet recent 


events have shown that we need to expand our approach and engage on 


an ongoing basis with a much wider community of stakeholders, including 


government, regulators, business associations and civil society, which lies at the 


heart of our public interest focus. Our social and operating licence depends on 


this.


Our recent experience of engaging with a variety of stakeholders has reinforced 


the importance of authenticity and humility in our interactions, ensuring that 


we are listening carefully to comprehend fully stakeholder views regarding the 


impact of our actions.


In our growing understanding of this, we have embarked on a deeply reflective 


process looking into our past and inherent behaviour in order to formulate 


actions that demonstrate that our learnings are reshaping our conduct and ways 


of working.
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In order to embed an authentic engagement approach, we have adopted a 


process that ensures we Listen, Understand and Reflect, before we Act (LURA) 


as outlined below:


Stakeholder engagement and relationship management takes place at various 


levels throughout the firm, with designated owners that are primarily responsible 


for engagement and relationship management at individual or group levels. Our 


stakeholder groups, engagement methods and their key concerns, expectations 


and our responses have been set out in STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT section 


on page 26 of the Integrated Report.


The consequences of our past issues have, within a short space of time, forced 


us to strengthen our stakeholder engagement and management processes, being 


clear about who matters, why they matter, and what is important to each of them. 


Although triggered by external events, this process has been valuable in 


ensuring that we reflect, contemplate and challenge ourselves, and one another, 


and emerge as the relevant business that South Africa needs us to be. To 


ensure that the learnings, capacity and capabilities built during this difficult 


period are embedded into our everyday practices, the following actions will be 


prioritised as the firm builds momentum going forward:


• Centralisation of the monitoring and management of stakeholder 


engagement as a key business imperative.


• Establishment of consolidated stakeholder engagement and management 


strategy, plan and approach.


• Clear outlining of roles and responsibilities for stakeholder engagement 


across the firm.


• Demonstrable integration between stakeholder engagement and firm 


strategy.


• Establishment of monitoring and reporting intervals, as well as process, tools 


and templates, to ensure that timely and credible information is available to 


support decision making.


• Oversight of stakeholder engagement and relationship management by the 


Public Interest, Social & Ethics Committee.


Listen
Driving deliberate 
and continuous 


stakeholder 
engagement to 
ensure that the 


concerns held by 
our stakeholders 
are heard and 


acknowledged.


Ensuring that we 
have understood 
the significance, 
sentiment and 
impact of our 
actions and 
decisions to 
our various 


stakeholders.


Understand Ensuring that ahead of 
defining and effecting 


transformational activities, 
KPMG has considered 
and deliberated on the 


sentiment voiced by 
the various stakeholder 
groupings. Reflection 
includes an honest 


reckoning with one’s past 
and inherent behaviour 


prior to formulating a 
concrete way forward.


Reflect


Demonstrate 
commitment to 
driving activities 


required to effect 
the intended 


reforms.


Act
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Our operating environment is influenced and shaped by economic, geopolitical, 


regulatory, social, demographic, technology and environmental forces, as well 


as emerging trends in an increasingly volatile and rapidly changing world. We 


have profiled six of these emerging key trends that have particular relevance 


and context for the way in which we conduct our business. 


TRUST
Our recent issues in South Africa have severely damaged the levels of trust our 


stakeholders have in us. This has happened at a time when trust in business 


generally is declining at an alarming rate globally. There was an international 


‘implosion of public trust’ in 2017 (The Edelman trust barometer showed 


decline in all four categories (government, business, NGOs and media) for the 


first time since it began tracking in 2012). 


At the same time, public trust is becoming an increasingly critical market and 


social imperative and we recognise the responsibilities of living up to our role as 


one of the key ‘guardians of the public trust’ as a professional services firm. We 


also believe that embracing this role and its responsibilities fully (and associated 


high standards of conduct) will prove to be a key differentiator and competitive 


advantage in the long term.


Our role as ‘guardians of the public trust’ demands a relentless focus on 


quality and that every KPMG professional puts their public trust responsibilities 


at the forefront of everything they do. It means doing the right thing, in the 


right way, every day. It requires setting the right ‘tone at the top’ and creating 


and sustaining a culture or shared set of values that focuses on quality, 


professionalism, integrity and ethical behaviour.


For KPMG South Africa, rebuilding public trust is at the core of our strategy, 


and we have addressed this at every level in our organisation through our 


governance, stakeholder engagement, ethical culture interventions, risk and 


quality investments, as well as setting trust and public interest at the core of 


our purpose and ambition (as described in our strategy overview).


“We believe that the role of a 
professional services firm is, 
ultimately, to serve the public 
interest. Without credible and trusted 
professionals in these firms, and 
auditors in particular, it would simply 
not be possible for the economy to 
function in the way it must for our 
society to succeed.”
 — Professor Wiseman Nkuhlu


Our Operating Environment and Key Emerging Trends
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TECHNOLOGY
Our 2018 Global CEO Outlook discovered that 95 per cent of CEOs see 


technological disruption as more of an opportunity than a threat. Technology-


driven change is sweeping through industries and economies on a global scale. 


We need to build our capabilities to meet client needs in the digital age 


continuously, particularly in terms of digital transformation, data and analytics, 


cyber security, intelligent automation and blockchain applications.


Similarly, our own processes and solutions need to be digitally enabled, 


combining our deep business expertise with cutting-edge technology to bring 


deeper insights to our professionals and our clients. 


This focus is underpinned by the largest investment programme in our history. 


In the coming years the KPMG network of firms globally will invest more than 


US$4 billion to develop and build new business and technology-based solutions, 


to hire new tech talent and to radically change our delivery networks in order 


to provide higher-value insight and solutions to our clients. These interventions 


will be designed to help our clients connect, power and protect their business 


for the future. Working with clients on their digital transformation journey 


goes beyond technology; proven methods and experience, as well as industry 


expertise and a global mindset are equally important to drive change that 


delivers true value.


TALENT MANAGEMENT
As a professional services firm, attracting and developing talent remains an 


ongoing priority. The culture of a company and the range of opportunities 


it offers are emerging as key attractions for talented graduates and young 


professionals.


Our culture is characterised by inclusion, collaboration and care. Our 


commitment to being inclusive and collaborative is not a tactic, but a genuine 


belief that great ideas and innovative solutions are discovered when people with 


diverse viewpoints and experiences collaborate together — challenging and 


inspiring each other to be their best. We see inclusion and diversity as drivers 


of growth. It is a celebration of difference and a moral imperative. It is how we 


work and who we are.


Our efforts are aligned with the KPMG Global Inclusion and Diversity Strategic 


Framework and include both internal initiatives like inclusive leadership/


unconscious bias recognition training and forming relationships with external 


organisations that are helping to make a positive difference in both the 


workplace and in society.


We continue to offer talented professionals a wide range of opportunities to 


build exceptional careers and to achieve personal success and satisfaction. The 


KPMG Global Mobility programme provides exciting opportunities for talented 


KPMG professionals to gain valuable experience working in different member 


firms across the 152 countries and territories in the KPMG network.


We are also focused on supporting our talented professionals with the 


critical core skills they need to thrive in the Fourth Industrial Revolution and, 


in particular, learnability, the ability to unlearn old skills and learn new ones 


on demand. We recognise that technology is causing the shelf life of skills 


to decline rapidly and driving people to learn new skills faster. By 2020, it is 


predicted that more than a third of core skill sets for most jobs will be made 


up of skills that are not crucial to the job today. In response, we are supporting 


our people with access to the very latest digital technologies, from data 


and analytics to cybersecurity, and exposure to collaborating globally across 


digital networks in ways that foster innovation, as well as providing them with 


customised, digital learning environments so they can develop their targeted 


skills on demand.
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The events of the last year have also, not surprisingly, impacted on how the firm 


is perceived in the markets in which we compete for talent. As a result, we have 


worked hard to ensure that we offer our current and future talent an experience 


which is differentiated from that of our competitors precisely because of 


the events we have been through in the past year, and the changes the firm 


has made as a result of the learnings from those events. There is something 


‘special’ about building a firm which is driven by a clear purpose of serving the 


public interest, and how this changes the work we do and how we do it. We are 


heartened by the positive response we are getting from the next generation of 


students to our purpose-driven strategy, and we will continue to drive our efforts 


in reaching our future talent and sharing the lessons of our past. This helps drive 


the clarity of purpose young people need in order to choose careers in auditing, 


taxation and advisory services that impact on the people of this country.


REGULATORY
The regulatory landscape faced by our clients and the professional services 


industry, most notably, the audit profession, is constantly shifting and becoming 


more complex both globally and locally. This presents an opportunity for us to 


guide our clients in the effective anticipation and management of regulatory 


changes and compliance. 


Globally and in South Africa, audit regulators are moving towards increasing the 


scope and impact of the work of auditors and we are embracing these changes 


by responding with enhanced governance, risk management and quality 


processes. 


Similarly, our business model and processes need to adapt to distinct regulatory 


changes, such as mandatory audit firm rotation, and the consideration of audit-


only firms, which brings both risk and opportunity to the firm and needs to be 


navigated with care. 


GEOPOLITICAL AND SOCIAL
Geopolitical risk is a pressing boardroom agenda item, with the KPMG 2018 


Global CEO Outlook reporting that nationalism is now on the rise with a 


worrying ‘return to territorialism’ being CEOs’ number-one threat to growth.


The shifting political landscape in South Africa, from the volatile and destructive 


era of ‘State Capture’ and prevalent corruption in the public and private sectors, 


to the prospect of more ethical and responsible leadership in government and 


business, has heightened the need for companies, such as ourselves, to be 


acutely aware of the political context in which we and our clients operate.


We cannot operate in a ‘business as usual’ state and need to deeply and 


proactively understand the political context, sensitivities and consequences of all 


the professional services we render.


Similarly, our country has increasingly pressing social issues that need to be 


actively and collectively addressed by government, business and society, 


including transformation, economic growth, poverty eradication, unemployment, 


and addressing income disparities, together with basic service delivery in terms 


of education, health, housing, utilities, crime and corruption prevention.


KPMG South Africa has a direct role to play in addressing these needs, both 


in the core professional services that we render and the corporate citizenship 


programmes in which we are involved. 
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Appendix 6: Advisory Quality Report Back


Advisory Quality Report Back
Some of the Advisory quality control initiatives implemented and conducted 


during the year included:


• We have embarked on the One-Advisory principle. This allows the business 


to provide an Integrated Service offering to clients and to manage risk and 


quality in a more co-ordinated manner.


• We have appointed a dedicated Risk Management Partner for the Advisory 


business. His role will be primarily to ensure compliance to Firm Policy, 


and uphold the Quality matrix required for the services we provide to our 


clients. We have also centralised the approval for client and engagement 


assessment processes, through to the Advisory Risk Management partner.


• The Global Accreditation programme for Advisory is completed and this 


is being rolled out to all member Firms. South Africa will be adopting this 


within the coming months. 


• Our Advisory engagement acceptance process has been enhanced with 


greater understanding and robust approvals.


• Our Advisory service offerings have been prioritised, and we have reduced 


the number of services we provide to the market. This will allow us to focus 


on core critical services, and build a Practice that is known for its deep 


specialisation – and therefore the quality of that service.


• We have completed our Quality Performance reviews (QP reviews) for 


2018, and have intensified the sample selection to ensure a greater 


percentage of partners are reviewed with a 71% coverage of advisory 


engagement leaders in 2018 compared to a 33% coverage in 2017.


• The results of the QP reviews are as follows:


o For compliance assessment of the files, 98% of the files reviewed 


were either fully compliant with policy or required some performance 


improvement. Only 1 file was not in compliance with Firm policy.


o For quality of work assessment of the files, all files reviewed were either 


fully compliant with policy or required some performance improvement. 


There were no files that failed the QP review quality.


• Our Internal Audit Services unit was subjected to external reviews in terms 


of the Institute of Internal Audit Standards. Reviews were conducted in 


2013 and 2016, with a conclusion of “Generally Conform – Green” rating. 


We have another review scheduled to begin in January 2019.


• We have also updated our Engagement Quality Control Review (EQCR) 


/ Second Partner guidance and mandate. This is applied throughout the 


Advisory business.


• We are performing more regular random quality reviews of working paper 


files, thereby improving our internal quality control measures.
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OUR AUDIT QUALITY LANDSCAPE


Audit Quality Report Back
PURPOSE & VALUES
CULTURE & ETHICS


GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
INDEPENDENCE


QUALITY


Global audit 
methodology


Engagement quality control review (EQCR)


Engagement team


Annual financial 
statements 


and auditor’s 
report technical 


review


Compliance


Regulatory 
reviews  


(IRBA, PCAOB)


Audit in-flight 
reviews Quality 


performance 
reviews (QPR)


Coaching In-flight reviews


Focused 
Training


Enhanced 
working papers


Technical  
support


AUDIT COMMITTEE OVERSIGHT


DELIVERYFOUNDATION MONITORING


Professional and 
experienced delivery 


teams with specific sector 
knowledge and experience


Deep specialist support  
in all key areas of 


significant audit risk


Pre-issuance 
reviews Reviews
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At KPMG South Africa, audit quality is fundamental to maintaining public trust 


and is, together with the quality of tax and advisory services delivery, the key 


measure on which our professional reputation stands. We define ‘audit quality’ 


as being the outcome when:


• Audits are executed consistently, in line with the requirements and intent of 


applicable professional standards, within a strong system of quality controls; 


and


• All of our related activities are undertaken in an environment of the utmost 


level of objectivity, independence, ethics and integrity.


The events of the past 18 months have given us the impetus to rebuild an 


organisation that has purpose and values as its primary drivers. We recognise 


that our social license to operate depends on public trust and that public trust 


can only be served if integrity and quality are placed at the heart of everything 


we do.


Leadership plays a critical role in setting the right tone and leading by example 


in demonstrating our commitment to quality, within the context of ethics and 


integrity, and communicating this commitment to clients, stakeholders and 


society. Our leadership and governance reforms outlined in the Integrated 


Report are crucial to ensuring appropriate lines of reporting and communication 


to drive the audit quality agenda of the firm. 


OUR AUDIT QUALITY GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE


We have strengthened the functionality of our Audit and Assurance Quality 


Council (AAQC), which reports into the Audit Executive Committee and the Risk, 


Quality and Compliance Committee of the Policy Board. This council of senior 


partners includes the Head of Department of Professional Practice (DPP), Head 


of DPP Assurance, Head of Audit, Country Risk Management Partner and Head 


of Audit Risk in their re-defined roles. The AAQC oversees all aspects of the 


quality of the firm’s audit practice, including development and execution of the 


Audit Quality Plan, and considers any audit quality issues identified and whether 


they require further actions including changes to policies and procedures. The 


AAQC has dual reporting lines to the Executive Committee of the firm and to 


the Risk, Quality and Compliance Committee of the policy board. The Risk, 


Quality and Compliance Committee of the Policy Board has an independent 


chair. The Policy Board has approved the formation of a separate Audit Quality 


sub-committee with a specific terms of reference focused on audit quality.


Executive Committee Policy Board


Audit Executive Committee


Department of 
Professional Practice


Risk 
Management


Audit


Audit & Assurance Quality Council


Risk, Quality & Compliance 
Committee
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One of the primary aspects of purpose and its impact on audit quality is to 


understand our clients’ risk profiles. We re-evaluated our entire client portfolio 


with specific focus on client reputation, political connection and management 


integrity. During this process we obtained an understanding of the work we were 


doing with them and evaluated if we should continue in these engagements.  


Our client and engagement acceptance and continuance (CEAC) processes 


and systems were also substantially updated in October 2017 to ensure that 


more robust consideration is applied to the client acceptance and continuance. 


Detailed approvals and escalations are now in place, with higher risk clients being 


evaluated by the Country Risk Management Partner. Where clients with high 


public profile are identified, these are escalated to the Executive Committee. 


The scope of client background checks has been extended to include related 


parties of individual entities that comprise the client, including group companies, 


shareholders and directors.


A crucial element of the audit quality landscape is creating and maintaining audit 


quality underpinned by strong ethical culture. To this end, we have appointed 


a full time Chief Ethics Officer to set up a dedicated Ethics Function. The Chief 


Ethics Officer has undertaken a series of actions in 2018, which are outlined in the 


Governance Report. 


The firm has policies in place to ensure compliance with internal and external 


independence requirements, at the firm and the individual level. We continually 


train and monitor staff on their compliance with the relevant requirements and 


require regular declarations of interests by all partners and employees, their 


spousal equivalents and dependants which declarations are subjected to some 


assurance procedures.  In addition to the normal firm compliance monitoring 


described above, in 2018, all partners in the firm have been subject to extensive 


integrity checks by an external law firm reporting to KPMG International. The 


results of these checks were analysed and actioned as outlined in the Integrated 


Report. 


THE FOUNDATION AND DELIVERY OF AUDIT 
QUALITY
The KPMG Global Solutions Group develops the audit methodology adopted by 


all KPMG member firms, based on International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) 


and compliant with the International Standard of Quality Control (ISQC 1). Our 


methodology is consistently used by all KPMG audit professionals worldwide, 


and designed to be effective in all types of risk environments and economic 


circumstances. The methodology is set out in our global KPMG Audit Manual 


(KAM), and includes additional requirements that go beyond the ISAs, which 


KPMG believes enhance the quality of the audit. 


The KPMG audit methodology is facilitated through eAudlT, our electronic audit 


tool. eAudlT is an activity-based workflow and electronic audit file that integrates 


our methodology, guidance, industry knowledge, and tools needed to facilitate 


the audit process.


Significant investments are under way to enhance our global audit quality and 


consistency. The KPMG Clara Workflow will include a new methodology, a 


redesigned workflow, enhanced knowledge and guidance delivered through 


KPMG Clara. We believe the KPMG Clara Workflow will further standardise 


our audit approach and it will empower our partners to focus on aspects 


of an engagement where they can add the greatest value in audit quality, 


direction, judgment and decision making. Rooted in KPMG’s enhanced global 


audit methodology, the KPMG Clara Workflow will also bring powerful data 


and analytics capabilities together in a unified digital interface. It will allow 


audit teams to work smarter while providing an intuitive client experience by 


communicating with clients in real time to provide greater transparency into an 


audit.
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We continually monitor the industry trends and challenges that our audit teams’ 


experience, as well as compliance with professional and the firms continuing 


professional development (CPD) requirements in order to develop targeted 


training. We leverage our global and local resources to ensure that the training is 


relevant, and focused to address audit quality concerns. 


During the last two years, KPMG’s audit professionals have received the 


following training:


Average hours of training attended per person


Year ended 30 Sep 2018 Year ended 30 Sep 2017


Partners 77 66


Professional staff 110 98


The Department of Professional Practice (DPP) is the custodian of KPMG’s 


accounting and audit technical knowledge and related tools. DPP assists audit 


teams with technical queries, providing updates on new or upcoming standards, 


providing tools and guidance to correctly apply the standards and performing 


pre-issuance reviews. DPP participates in global and local networks and working 


groups to ensure that they are updated and able to communicate the most 


relevant and appropriate information to audit teams.


We understand that not all audits are the same or managed in the same way, 


so KPMG specialists provide input on significant risks in the audit. In certain 


situations specialist involvement is mandated. Otherwise, the audit partner 


and manager determine whether to use a specialist by considering the risks 


for the engagement, and the nature and complexity of the information, data, 


assumptions or calculations to be audited. We provide additional learning on 


audit concepts to our specialists who are members of an audit team. Key areas 


of specialist involvement include information technology, data and analytics, tax 


and valuations. 


As we drive the quality agenda, we have identified areas of focus locally that 


require more guidance. To respond to these, we have developed a series of 


locally required working papers to ensure appropriate audit focus and effort 


on areas such as money laundering and financial crime reporting obligations, 


significant unusual transactions and auditor reporting. 


All listed, high risk and high public profile entity audits have an Engagement 


Quality Control Reviewer, an independent audit partner assigned as an objective 


additional reviewer, who challenges engagement partners and teams on 


significant and judgemental elements of the audit prior to them signing the audit 


opinion.


DPP performs pre-issuance reviews of annual financial statements of listed 


entities, and where appropriate, their significant components to ensure 


compliance with International Financial Reporting Standards, the JSE Listing 


Requirements and the Companies Act. DPP also performs pre-issuance reviews 


of audit reports of listed entities, and selected modified audit opinions to ensure 


compliance with International Standards on Auditing as well as consistency of 


reporting of key audit matters. 


Audit In-Flight Reviews (“AFR”) have been introduced for audit engagements 


with year-ends on or after 31 December 2018 with a focus on high risk 


public interest entities, following a pilot phase which ran from mid-August to 


November 2018. The primary objective of the AFR is to pro-actively improve 


the quality of audit execution and documentation during the course of the audit 


before audit opinions are signed. A secondary objective is to provide coaching 


and feedback to engagement teams that will support the improvement in the 


quality of reviewed audit files and the up skilling of audit teams.
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HOW WE MONITOR AUDIT QUALITY 


RISK COMPLIANCE PROGRAM (RCP) 
KPMG International manages an annual risk compliance programme, which 


is carried out locally. The objectives of the RCP are to monitor, document and 


assess the extent of compliance of our system of quality control with Global 


Quality & Risk Management policies and key legal and regulatory requirements 


including ISQC1. Where deficiencies are identified, we are required to develop 


appropriate action plans to remediate compliance. 


The 2018 RCP indicated substantial compliance with KPMG South Africa’s 


policies and procedures. Matters requiring immediate attention in relation to the 


audit function included central monitoring of partner rotation, implementation 


of a policy relating to EU Market Abuse Regulations, and performance of root 


cause analysis on RCP findings that are in the process of being addressed. 


GLOBAL COMPLIANCE REVIEW (GCR)
Each member firm is subject to a GCR conducted by a global GCR team, 


independent of the member firm, at least once in a 3-year cycle. The GCR 


provides Independent oversight assessment of our system of quality control. 


The next GCR will take place in 2019. 


AUDIT FILE REVIEWS
In April 2018, the firm announced that an additional programme of extensive 


audit quality file reviews had commenced. The objective of this additional 


programme was to assess the commitment to quality and professionalism of 


each audit partner. Undertaken in addition to our normal internal and external 


reviews, this additional programme was conducted by experienced reviewers 


from elsewhere in the KPMG Network.


The review identified a number of deficiencies that were classified into thematic 


areas for improvement. We have undertaken a primary cause analysis of these 


issues and adopted additional remediation plans to address them. Certain audit 


partners were identified as requiring some intervention or disciplinary action. 


We have also shared the findings of our review programme, and the remedial 


actions, with IRBA to demonstrate our commitment to improving audit quality. 


Specific interventions were made during 2018 to address findings from these 


and other reviews that are included in the Audit Quality Plan outlined below.


QUALITY PERFORMANCE (QP) REVIEWS 
The annual QP review program assesses engagement level performance and 


identifies opportunities to improve engagement quality. Each engagement leader 


is reviewed at least once in a 3-year cycle as part of QP review programme. A 


risk-based approach is used to select engagements. In addition to the scheduled 


3-year cycle review, a number of engagement leaders are selected each year to 


be subjected to a surprise review.


As part of strengthening our annual QP review programme, all 2018 QP reviews 


were performed entirely by international reviewers, who are independent of 


KPMG South Africa including members of the Global Audit Quality Monitoring 


Group. The Global Audit Quality Monitoring Group was established to drive 


network-wide improvement in the rigor, effectiveness and consistency of QP 


reviews and is comprised of a dedicated team of senior reviewers who perform 


QP reviews worldwide. Our objective in performing the 2018 QP reviews, with 


the involvement of members of the Global Audit Quality Monitoring Group, was 


to capture all areas for improvement even where individual findings were not 


severe enough to call into question the audit opinion. Consequently, our 2018 


QP review inspection activities highlighted a significantly higher rate of less 


than satisfactory “LTS” rated engagements than had been identified in the past. 


This change in approach reflects the increased rigor in our internal monitoring 
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programs that we are driving throughout the network.


Of the 27 engagement files reviewed, the audit quality of 7 were considered 


unsatisfactory but did not require the withdrawal or restatement of any audit 


opinions. 15 files required some performance improvements with the remainder 


of the files being considered satisfactory with no or only minor areas for 


improvement.


The number of findings from these reviews is higher than we would like. 


However, we also recognize that the reviews largely assessed work that was 


performed prior to the significant changes that have been made to the firm 


and which are outlined above. 74% of engagements reviewed in 2018 related 


to engagements with client financial years ended December 2017 or earlier. 


In addition, the reviews identified themes requiring improvement which are 


consistent with matters identified in other quality review initiatives and remedial 


actions that have already been incorporated into the scope of our Audit Quality 


Plan. We have shared the outcomes of our 2018 QP reviews, and the remedial 


actions contained in our Audit Quality Plan with IRBA. We remain confident 


that the required improvements in audit quality will be achieved through the 


full implementation of our Audit Quality Plan. We expect to see the results of 


the interventions taken in response to the audit file reviews and QP reviews 


reflected in upcoming reviews in 2019.


REGULATORY REVIEWS
The most recent IRBA firm inspection commenced on 10 September 2018 


and we expect their final report in March 2019. IRBA is also in the process 


of completing their 2018 7th cycle inspection of 11 individual engagement 


files. 10 of these files related to engagements with client financial years 


ended December 2017 or earlier. We have received the results of 6 of these 


engagements, and we expect the results of the others at the same time as the 


firm inspection results.


IRBA’s 7th cycle inspections no longer include engagement ratings. Reportable 


findings are included in the individual inspection reports. These are defined by 


IRBA as:


A reportable finding at an engagement level includes any significant 


deficiency whereby the firm has failed to obtain sufficient and appropriate 


audit evidence to support its auditor’s report, including a failure to identify 


or address a material or potential material financial reporting/accounting 


related deficiency; or any non-compliance with applicable standards, codes 


of conduct and legislation, including a departure from the firm’s adopted 


policies, procedures or methodology. Reportable findings on assurance 


engagements do not necessarily imply that the financial statements are 


materially misstated or that the auditor’s opinion is inappropriate.


Of the 6 individual engagement inspections that have been finalised to date, all 


received one or more reportable findings. The 5 remaining files are still subject 


to finalisation by the IRBA Inspections Committee. The findings did not require 


the withdrawal or restatement of any audit opinions. We remain committed to 


improving audit quality.  


We currently await feedback from the Public Company Accounting Oversight 


Board’s (PCAOB’s) 2017 inspection. The public portions of the 2014 inspection 


reports on KPMG Inc. are available on the PCAOB’s website: http://pcaobus.org/


Inspections/Reports/Pages/default.aspx 
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FEEDBACK, REMEDIATION AND ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
Results of monitoring activities are communicated to engagement teams as the 


monitoring occurs. Specific remediating actions are agreed and implemented at 


an individual level to ensure that the engagement file is at the required level of 


quality. 


Overall results from monitoring are collated and subjected to root cause analysis. 


Performance of root cause analysis facilitates targeted remediation to improve 


the results for recurring audit quality issues. A root cause analysis is performed on 


audit quality issues sourced from audit engagements based on a broad spectrum 


of inputs (e.g. QP review function-wide issues, external regulatory or quality/risk 


compliance monitoring). Root cause analysis is performed in accordance with our 


global methodology (e.g. problem definition, data collection, determination of root 


cause(s), remediation and monitoring and reporting). 


Robust root cause analysis is an in depth process and may take some time to do 


in its fullest extent. We therefore vary the extent of root cause analysis performed 


to the circumstances. The last formal and comprehensive root cause analysis was 


performed on the 2017 QP review results. Subsequent to that, we have done an 


initial primary cause analysis process to respond to our IRBA findings.  


In addition to actions set out elsewhere in this report, the following specific 


responses in relation to the 2017 QP review root cause analysis performed were 


implemented in 2018: 


• Mandatory training for all engagement partners on engagement quality control 


reviews


• Facilitating better interactions between engagement teams and specialists to 


ensure more robust documentation of specialist areas of the audit


• Reviewing partner portfolio allocations to ensure appropriate allocation of 


responsibility and to ensure that partners are provided with sufficient time to 


perform quality audits


In late 2018, we appointed a dedicated resource to manage our root cause 


analysis process going forward. A more thorough and formalised root cause 


analysis process is being put in place for 2018 monitoring findings and will 


implement appropriate actions to address quality findings identified in 2018. 


OUR FUTURE AUDIT QUALITY PLANS
In January 2019 we have formalized our comprehensive Audit Quality Plan. During 


2019, we will execute and monitor against this plan, which focuses on five Key 


Performance Areas as outlined below.


Leadership and Governance 


Significant changes have already been made in terms of leadership and 


governance and the Policy Board has taken ownership of the oversight necessary 


to ensure that the remedial actions identified are implemented. There is specific 


oversight of quality by the independently chaired Quality, Risk and Compliance 


Committee.  Our new CEO designate, Ignatius Sehoole, is scheduled to start as 


CEO from May 2019 but our changes go much deeper than the appointment of 


one individual and include fundamentally restructured governance and significantly 


improved internal reporting as well as external reporting to our stakeholders. 


Audit quality control 


We acknowledge and fully support IRBA’s profession wide initiatives to enhance 


the use of Audit Quality Indicators (“AQIs”) and the reporting of these. We are 


fully committed to developing and utilising AQIs and using these to enhance 


monitoring of audit quality. We currently use a number of internal AQI such as 


QP review ratings, metrics around training, risk management and independence 


compliance, and compliance with mandatory ethics training. We will seek to 


further enhance and automate our AQI monitoring processes.


We aim to truly understand the underlying “root causes” behind deficiencies we 


identify in order to allow us to effectively remediate the issues. 
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Evidence of Audit Quality 


Audit In-Flight reviews is a significant initiative implemented in relation to audits 


with a 31 December 2018 year end onwards, with a focus on high risk public 


interest entities. Importantly, this initiative provides support to our professionals 


prior to the signing of an audit opinion. 


Our Global audit quality improvement initiatives are also about investing in the 


future of audit with the roll out in 2020 of our new global audit methodology, 


KPMG Clara, which is being piloted this year. KPMG Clara will also assist in 


improving the alignment of our audit methodology to International Standards 


on Auditing, and also with our simplification and standardisation objectives to 


achieve greater consistency. We are also investing globally to fundamentally 


redesign our network’s approach to the system of quality management to 


anticipate the standard that will replace ISQC1. 


Business metrics, which are enhanced technology based monitoring controls 


across our electronic audit file population, will be implemented during 2019 


to improve our oversight and central monitoring of compliance with applicable 


professional standards. 


Culture and Ethics 


We recognise that our culture does more than support audit quality - it drives it. 


As in any organisation, our culture is dynamic and requires continual monitoring 


and nourishing. The Audit Quality Plan not only includes the establishment of 


an ethics function but covers initiatives from recruiting and hiring, to ongoing 


training and individual performance evaluations. Our objective is to ensure that 


our purpose and values fully align with professional goals, compensation model 


and nurture the growth of our people which in turn achieves an ethical culture 


which creates a virtuous cycle. 


Business Model and Soundness 


We have closed a number of our regional offices and consolidated our Gauteng 


audit practice. These changes have provided us with greater centralised control 


over a smaller client and staff base and greater resources to invest in audit 


quality. To further increase the audit quality focus on our existing client portfolio, 


we have taken the decision to refrain from accepting any new public interest 


entity (PIE) audit clients with year ends on or before 31 December 2019, except 


any new PIE audit clients that arise as a result of a referral to KPMG SA from 


another KPMG member firm in the network or any new PIEs related to existing 


audit clients. This would not however restrict the firm from participating in 


proposals or tenders for new PIE audit clients which concern year ends from 1 


January 2020 onwards.


We will maintain our relentless focus on ensuring compliance with auditing 


standards, including addressing the specific areas for improvement arising from 


our monitoring reviews and regulatory inspections. KPMG has a long history of 


its commitment to excellence, deep expertise, exceptional talent, strong culture 


and rigorous processes; we do however acknowledge that we can and must do 


better.
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Tax and Legal Quality Report Back
Some of the Tax and Legal quality control initiatives implemented and 


conducted during the year included:


• We have appointed a dedicated Risk Management Partner equivalent for 


the practice, supported by a team of risk administrators for each of the 


tax sub-business units. Their role will be primarily to ensure compliance to 


Firm Policy, uphold the Quality matrix required for the services we provide 


to our clients, and assist with the conduct of internal Quality Performance 


Reviews. 


• Our Tax & Legal engagement process has been improved and training 


provided to support the engagement leaders with a greater understanding of 


the process.


• We have made a concentrated effort to improve communications on 


risk matters between the sub-business units and to follow up on issues 


identified. We have created a regular monthly communication on risk 


matters which is circulated to all partners and colleagues to improve 


awareness on risk issues


• We have moved to a digital platform for file storage which will simplify the 


Quality Performance Review process and allow for greater coverage on a 


continuous basis.


We have completed our Quality Performance reviews (QP reviews) for 2018, 


led by an international team of reviewers. We have intensified the sample 


selection to ensure a greater percentage of partners/ associate directors are 


reviewed with a 50% coverage of engagement leaders in 2018 compared to a 


35% coverage in 2017.


• The results of the QP reviews are as follows:


o The Functional rating was green overall, in line with the results in the two 


previous years.


o Time spent by the team conducting the reviews was 240 hours


o In terms of compliance with the firm’s engagement set up process 94% 


of the files reviewed were rated as fully compliant, and 6% were rated 


as requiring some improvement with none rated as not meeting the 


standards required.


o In terms of the quality of work delivered, 99% files reviewed were fully 


compliant with policy with 1% rated as requiring some performance 


improvement. There were no files that failed the QP review quality.


• We are performing more regular random quality reviews of working paper 


files, thereby improving our internal quality control measures.


• We have arranged specific QP review training for all newly appointed 


partners and associate directors to make them more familiar with the 


process as they will all be reviewed in 2019.
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WHAT IS INTEGRATED REPORTING?
The <IR> process is designed to help create 


informed, productive partnerships between 


stakeholders and the organisations in which 


they are invested.


The <IR> process endeavours to achieve this by 


helping companies identify and communicate to 


stakeholders the relevant information needed to 


make informed decisions.


The information typically included in the <IR> 


process encompasses the strategy, governance 


procedures, performance and prospects of the 


reporting organisation.


The process diagram (right) illustrates the eight 


Content Elements of <IR>. The elements are 


fundamentally linked to each other and build on 


each other to provide a holistic, coherent view 


of the organisation.


Basis of Preparation 
& Presentation


<IR> CONTENT ELEMENTS


Organisation Overview
External Environment


& Business Model


Stakeholder
Engagement


& Relationships


Governance
& Remuneration


Risk & Opportunities


Strategy &
Resource Allocation


Outlook


Performance


Integrated Reporting 
at KPMG South Africa 
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REPORTING PRINCIPLES AND FRAMEWORKS
In preparing this report, we 


have been guided by several 


frameworks, primarily the 


International Integrated 


Reporting Committee (IIRC) <IR> 


Framework and the King IV™ 


Report on Corporate Governance 


for South Africa 2016 (King IV™)1.


REPORTING BOUNDARY AND SCOPE
KPMG South Africa is a member firm of the KPMG network of independent 


member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG 


International”), a Swiss entity. KPMG South Africa (‘the firm’ or ‘the business’) 


operates through two entities: KPMG Incorporated out of which we deliver our 


audit services, and KPMG Services Proprietary Limited out of which we deliver 


our advisory and tax services. Both entities are incorporated under the South 


African Companies Act, 2008, and are owned by their shareholders, who are all 


the directors.


Our report and data cover the year ended 30 September 2018, but material 


events and developments to the date of this report have been addressed to 


provide a complete and current reflection of the activities of the firm.


This report addresses all pertinent aspects of the operations of KPMG South 


Africa and excludes KPMG Southern Africa member firms outside South Africa.


MATERIALITY
This report seeks to describe and contextualise the most material risks and 


opportunities faced by our business. We consider a matter to be material if it 


substantially affects the ability of KPMG South Africa to create and sustain value 


for all our stakeholders in the short, medium or long term. We have explained 


how we determine what matters are material to the business on page 30 of this 


report.


ASSURANCE AND COMPARABILITY
We are at the beginning of our <IR> journey and recognise that the information 


we are able to present will improve as our reporting processes mature, but we 


are committed to presenting information that is complete, balanced, accurate 


and unambiguous.


We have established an <IR> steering committee and working group, which 


have developed processes and work plans to establish a robust <IR> process, 


with appropriate controls and oversight. The steering committee reports to 


our Executive Committee and the <IR> process is overseen by the Combined 


Assurance & Reporting Committee and reviewed and approved by the Policy 


Board (refer to our Governance model – page 22).


It is our intention to develop and expand our assurance processes as our formal 


reporting methods and procedures mature.


Given the substantial changes that took place in our business during 2018, 


including the reshaping of the business, we have not provided comparative 


performance indicators in many instances.


1   The King IV™  Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016™ is owned by the Institute of Directors in Southern Africa NPC, with all rights reserved, and is available at http://www.iodsa.co.za/?page=AboutKingIV
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